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But couplet is highways’ choice and ‘final solution’
!■ ; ■
Margrei Jesticd ^s arrangement of dahlias and marigolcis won 
prize ribbon at Saanich Peninsula Garden Club annual summer 
show held over weekend at Sanscha Hall. Jestico lives on East 
Saanich Rd.
The provincial department of 
liighways doesn’t like the traffic 
plan submitted to Sidney council in 
place of the controversial one-way 
couplet ~ the couplet is what high­
ways wants, even if its several years 
down the road.
Highways planner Greg Singer 
told council and the town’s 
revitalization committee at a special 
meeting Aug. 24 he didn’t want to 
see the municipality make a mistake.
“And in our view this is a 
mistake,” he said, referring to the 
plan submitted by the revitalization 
committee.
He told the meeting the highways 
planning branch is strongly in favor 
of the one-way couplet which has 
traffic entering on Sevan and exiting 
on Beacon and we “see that as the 
final solution.”
Anything else would be short 
term, he added.
And it looks as if a short term 
plan is in the wind in order to get 
revitalization for Sidney oh thd 
\ road;'V;V
Singer said highways would take 
traffic counts and see if if could 
come up with a temporary revised 
plan; One idea is to have three ianes^ 
on Beaconj the left inbound, the 
right outbound, and the centre as a 
lefthahd turning lane.
But again Singer stressed any such 
plan would not be a replacement; for 
the one-way couplet which is still 
nuniber one in the eyes of highways; 
— it’s just to help Sidney obtain its 
revitalization money . from the 
government w'hile it’s still available. ?
Singer, h' i a number of ob­
jections to the committee’s plan. It 
. was unsafe, he didn’t like the high 
speed corner at 7th Ave. or the
transfer of lanes proposed at 5th St. 
and Beacon and he didn’t like two 
lanes of traffic meeting head on at 
2nd and Beacon. Or the trees down 
the median. It was not a good idea, 
he exlained, for people to have big 
things to run into.
It was also expensive to maintain 
trees and that would be highway’s 
responsibility.
Singer also objected to the plan’s 
traffic flow with four lanes coming 
into Sidney and only one going out 
and said a clumsy back access at 
Safeway was proposed as a major 
access.
Mayor Norma Sealey asked 
Singer if he would approach the 
municipal affairs ministry to see if it 
would accept an alternative to the 
one-way couplet and the planner 
agreed, adding after taking some 
traffic counts highways would 
present council with conceptual 
drawings representing a positive 
alternative.
Roy Spooner, a member of the 
revitalization committee which drew 
up the traffic plan shot down by 
highways, said Monday he wasn’t a 
bit epneerned it had flopped.
“The objective was to get things 
going so we can move forward with 
revitalization. Anything that : 
supports it is good — and the 
meet i ng was supportive of 
revitalization.”
He said highways had made a 
tentative commitment to return in 
two to three weeks with another 
traffic plan, “which is great.”
Rc''italization is estimated to cost 
$1 m-Jlipn, S500,000 of which would 
be spent on underground wiring. 
Mayor ’ Norma Sealey was not 
Continued on Page A3
Janine Norgaard as Miss Teen Victoria topped 39 other con­
testants and was crowned Miss PNE Aug. 22, winning $1,000 and 
$700 wardrobe. The 17-year-old, green-eyed blonde Stelly's 
graduate will put money towards communications and .broad-, 
casting course at B.C. Institute, of Technology.. She was ,^a.... 
semifinalist at Miss Teen Canada pageant in Toronto:.
Murray .Sharralt Photo
Current tension in the Phillipines 
over the assassination of an bp- 
position j political leader could be 
very good news for Dynatek.
President Jerry Chaney has 
already received one urgent enquiry! 
from a large U.S. high tech firm that:; 
depends on Phillipine plants for 
assembly of its integrated circuits.
He points out that political in­
stability in the Far East countries
Commerce last week that he has 
placed a firm order for $I .2 million
at Sidney in spite of the fact that 
financing for the company is hot yet! 
assured.
This! is; not the gamble that it 
sounds, since demand for such
!; Tony Garcia,, who was a founding 
partner in the company but later 
dropped but, will receive the 
equivalent of 10 per cent of the 
issued shares ih exchange; for his 
$300^000 investtnent! in startup 
expenses.
Syjuco said this agreement head^ 
off a threatened lawsuit by Garcia;
Dynatek will!;receive a $10 million 
cheque froth the underwriters on 
Nov! 30! Sale of shares tb the public 
! is also projected to begin Nov. 30.' 
This will net Dynatek less money; 
that it might have received if all the! 
shares sold, but ihe $10 million will 
be quick and certain.
!';?'!'' ■ ;!';:Continued on.^Pagc;A2 !!!>/;!!!!;!;;■;
Marjorie Burrows, McTavish Rd., Sidney, won second prize with 
arrangement of dahliasy ivy and pine:
one of the main reasons why 
Dynatek expects to be able lb gel 
business in spite of having to pay 
much higher wages. !
Meanwhile Gus Syjuco, Dynatek 
founder and chairman, told the 
Greater A/ictoria chamber ‘ of
and Chaney says Syjuco might even 
be able to resell it at a profit, but at 
the same tinrte he is spending 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
wages and other expenses that 
cannot be recovered if the company 
doesnotgoahead.^!
In his speech and in conversation 
afterwards, Syjuco also said the
^following:
be providing some technical 
assistance to Dynatek. ; ^ ^ 
bn Nov. 15 Syjucb will meet with 
underwriters, McLeod, Young, 
Weir Ltd. to sec if a price can be 
agreed on at which the firrh would 
pay $ 10 million for a block of shares 
for resale.
If agicement is reached on price,
; Monday, Sept. $ in celcbratipri of 
Labor Day. Deadlines for display 
‘ advertising is 5 p.m, Thtifstlay,, 
classified is noon Friday, editorial 
5 p.m. Friday,
!nyJOHNGREEN ‘
I Shaniebton Marina Ltdt has “
deposited ’tnorc llmn $9,0(10 
wiilt the ptoviricial gbvcrnincnl 
lb maintain its right to a licence; 
to build a marina in Saanichton 
Bay but has not yet signed the 
doctmicnts, and president Bob 
Wheaton says it appears very 
doubtful that going ahcad vvith 
the marina will make economic




He indicated, however, thtu 
the company would probably 
complete the present stage of 
the deal in order to keep its 
opt ions open while undert akin g 
studies tp determine cun'eni 
costs and potentini income. A 
;,;flnal!!:"dccisio»b!'d)c!!said,;' wasv 
probably; three or four nipntiis
■'■!bn‘;Tl\c!!!)nchritline!!thc;'!sbcial, 
!j u St ice' commi11 cc ^ o f I the
!!'Sivabi,bb!'!!!Pcnin;u I'a!' :!^ '’«';!




Band, which opposes ihe 
lYinrina,
Roprcscniatives from halt a 
dozen other! churches Iwerc 
! among 50 pediplc who attended ! 
: a niceting af St, Elizabeth’s 
Church in Sidney Wednesday 
night organized by social justice 
comrvliltce! chairmafV^ ;R 
!,^FitzZaland.'v:,^7!' !!■!';. !,'!;!!■
Gus IJndcrwooU Jr,, who Ims 
led the campaign against the 
marina for a decade, told the 
group the Indians' case is based 
on a treaty slgn^icl by Sir James 
Douglas which confirmed for 
all Saanich Indians the right to 
hunt and fish ns they hnd always 
done except on occupied land.
hunting rights; eyery\yhcrK 
!!' !eAccpl' uii!!j.iicii:,:;fDur!,..rescrycs, 
;,!'!''because"''!private;!!bwners!!''and‘
governments have occupied the 
land, but I'ndi'rwond sftld tip* 
Indians still had the right to fish 
on the wnler.
.Such things ns environmental 
!:!„i cbnceriisimd tbe jndiansVijghts
as owners of most of the 
shoreline of the bay were extras, 
iic said, they rely on their treaty ;; ;
(Municipal approving officer
;bbtaincd!;'j!from!!!‘!the:!!!!fcdcral;!;'!^ 
Indian affairs department to ! 
finance their fight against the * 
dcvclpprnent, and they will bisk 
the departrnciil “‘to intercede 
oh our behalf to uphold bur 
jfcaty,'":^:^!'.
;;;!HC'"':. ';told;';!! the!;:;:' mccliugj';;:;
Saanichton Marina!! Ltd, 'had;; 
sold ;;all ^'! thc;;fpnd,, jC'-fprntcrly'^^y 
owned except for a onc-lbol ! 
strip along the waterfront, and 
would have to dredge tnaterlal 
for ti parkiiig urea in what is 
;dtbw;"!!!Watcr.;!;Thib';filt'!wbi4ld!;'!;; 
cmiroach on the c.stuary of Sand ! 
j.iiiicrcck.:!!!!!!,!::
.; ■Central 'Saanich''^mayor';Pave';;:;:: 
■!.I-lill ;■ was!;', also-:aindcr;;thc’;!jm-;!y;!: 
pr(!*sslnn"'''ythni''''; eorhpahy;!i;^: 
;■ bvvned!bn ly a ;bhe''foot; St flp^,bit fy;;; 
in!'!:';l’aci ■ ■■ jf!; rei'ained;;; till, ^;pf idlve!’
in
width from 10 to
Gay Wheeler says when the 
unusual subdivision was ap­
proved, years ago It was not 
anticipated tlie company might : 
.sell the upland property without 
building the marina.)
UnderWobd said the bantl has ! 
tried to; have thc municipallty 
remoVe the riYarihazoning, ! !^^^
Asking if he yvould like the 
churches to take up petitions 
supporting the Indian stand, 
;':;TJnderwopd !!8aid;! any.;! possible;; 
kind of support would be 
apprcclotcd. No molion.s were 
proposed or votes taken, but 
.7:'dlscussibn'':- ih'dicaicd-’Hthat 
support for the Indian position
At * the beginning of the 
!!!nKct5ng‘!!T5aTiIiify!E\der!'l)aycI 
'‘!'^'Elliott" spoke’! bh'Thdiati; histbry;!
stressing that all of the land in 
A;yhe'''|'Ambrlras-';!heliu!lrip:''-‘Ahe'' 
offshore islands, had been 
occupied by Indians for many 
thousands of years before 
Cuntlnued on Eagc A2




The Dominion Research 
Station park on East 
Saanich Road, was recently 
the scene of a colorful 
gathering of Scottish 
country dancers for their 
annual Ceilidh. With 
beautiful weather and 
magnificent surroundings 
for a backdrop, Scottish 
country dancers from all 
parts of the Island gathered 
for a day of dancing, 
socializing, picnicing and 
do-it-yourself en­
tertainment.
The Ceilidh was 
organized by the Sidney 
class of the Vancouver 
Island Scottish Country 
Dance Society.
Sidney dancers have three 
classes available in the fall 
through the Panorama 
Leisure Centre— for new 
beginners, intermediate and 
advanced dancers, under 
the direction of Lucy 
Whitehouse.
Anyone interested in 
finding out more about 
Scottish country dancing, 
please phone Joan Isaac, 








Jim Spencer, president. Lower Vancouver Island Youth Soccer Association, 
and right, Dorothy McHattie, treasurer, Cordova Bay Soccer Club, draw 
winning tickets from box. Iain MacLean, 817 Alvarado Terr, wins top prize 
of $1,000. Pat Peramaki, 981 Gloria Place, takes second prize of $750, while 
D. Branson, §415 Fowler Rd. cashed in on $500 win. Top right, McHattie 
with one of six lucky winners of $100. There is also a $250 prize. Draw was 
for fundraising lottery to provide money for Lochside Park Enhancement 
Project. Park is being expanded from eight to 11 acres to provide more soc­
cer fields and better softball diamonds. Plans for park include 





Continued from Page A1 
In September Syjuco will
More than 200 
youngsters attended the 
wind-up parties for the 
summer reading clubs at the offer a block of shares to a 
Sidney-Nprt^ Saanich and single investor, a U.S. 
Central Saanich libraries. company in the semi- 
Children enjoyed conductor industry, for $3 
productions by millioncash.
Kaleidoscope Theatre at . ,
both libraries. Winners of deal,goes through
the book draws were:
Central Saanich library:
Katy Turner, Brenda Dunn,
sylyania will provide and 
install the $13 million 
worth of equipment for the 
first assembly line. Larry 
Maltin, vice-president of 
marketing for the company, 
was in Victoria lastWeek to 
close the deal, and said that
Screening Of further job 
applications is scheduled to 
start at the beginning of 
November, with hiring by 
the year end and production 
on a trial basis Starting at 
the beginning of January , f 
One Victorian ■already 
hired is Richard Swinburne, 
formerly a project engineer;
Jdnathbri:
. , he understood* all the
It WiU give Dynatek access equipment, not lust the first
to expertise needed to enter order, would come from his for Willis, Cunliffe and
—Tait. He will be facility by gravity feed.
equipment will be manager for Dynatek.
Hopes that the problem 
of high ground water levels 
along Canora Road may be 
on its way to solution were 
expressed by Aid. George 
Westwood at a meeting of 
North Saanich public works 
committee Monday.
He said that Sidney, by 
pumping from brie of The 
forrner water system wells 
and running the water into 
Reay Creek, had taken the 
water level down more than 
two metres, and it should bei 
possible to lay pipe to 
accbrriplish the same thing
something for everyone
PUMolllflA
PICK YOUR PROGRAM FOR THIS FALL 
REGISTRATION HAS STARTED.




The'-': s e mi c bh duct df
manufacturing industry atd
company. 
The HeVdid not*knbvy what effect this would have when?Arnott and Mary Morrison; ^ater date. If it does not go delivered by/the first week Syjuco also announced - ^ ^ ,
and..from. Sidney-North through, then the un- December. In the the aoDointment of three the dry season is over, but
'111_____ derwntmg will have to be _______________^i-- -- i _____ .Saanich library; ’ Sarah 
I Deas, Michelle Barclay, 
Nicole Treleaven, Brian- 
Barker, and Chris 
Newman.




e the appointment of three . , .
“■= meantime 15 employees are Executives from the U.S. Ae meantime the stream
to be hired to fly lo Pen- and two from Vancouver. Thurston
I - . 1 , raittr- fi-io oHriit!.'.,, property had bceo rcduced: /
and , Soffa operate it, so that they can Vancouver men to the







BABY BALLET * 
KINDERGYMS ^>' 
LITTLE KICKERS SOCCER >
TEARN TO SKATE PROGRAMS
MINI HOCKEY
PARENT AND TOT SKATE
LEARN v;rb,LswjM''"pRbGRAMS : 
PARENT,AND TOT SWIM
1885 FOREST PARK DRIVE. 
SIDNEY. B.C.
' 656-7271
Inc., Pen - board of directors, one of
them the former president 
of the B.C. Telephone Co, 
Meanwhile there was a 
boost for Dynatek froth 
* Klesken, an analyst ;
who keeps tab bn the
Continued from Page A1 taking yet. They’re still Hill dismisses any semiconductor industry for 
the first European ad- trying to take what’s left.” possibility of the a San Francisco securities 
venturere blundered ashore. Wheaton expres.ses no iTi''‘nicipality changing the firm.
He said it was a miracle concern thdt thV iridiahs ^®”’^®' ^^^ ^
that any Indians? had to block the
survived the diseases marina,
%^6hf by the white^ m^ company has two separate
- smallpox, measles and legal opinions that the
tuberculosis — and that treaty does not apply in the 
when smallpox hit Fort
He notes, however, that
PEN 1NS ULA DISAR WiAIVl ENT 
COMMITTEE
Victoria ■ the white men 
burned the Indian en­
campments around the fort.
‘‘Why did they set fire to 
the 1 ndi an camps? They 
didn’t bring the smallpox.”
The people who sighed 
(he t r ea t y wit h J a m es 
Douglas did not know they 
were signing their land
,,:away,.i;;:,he.c;.'.said.:''^li^'.‘They‘
there 1 is no longer any 
waiting list for marina 
berths, and that the federal 
government is no longer 
ready to f build the break­
water ; the mhrina will
Tests to sec whether there 
bedrock that will have to
it and their application lO 
use it for the purpose has 
alwayb been kept alive. I f 
they municipality were to 
downzone the property he 
would expect the company
assembly work done in 
North America and 
predicted the world 
semiconductor market will 
go from $ 18 billion this year 





Thursday, September T, 7:30 p m.
v,';::.':Sldney.,Library:;::::;:-':^
to sue.
Central Saanich \yill still 
have to jiegoiiatc a 
development permit, “and 
we might sec to it that it’s 
the best marina ever, but 
that’s about it.”
He noted that the council 
had never rSupjjprteaLd
Imdn t the notion made, buti even : hnd had slated a number
what was said on that vvithout that problem It concerns, including the
appears unlikely that the Indians’ treaty riglus, hut 
“And it’s not finished pro|ect vvill makccc6ribmic: the senior governments had
LADIES’ WEAR 
SAANICHTON PLAZA 652M721
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1411 (UenivNOOdRIfls A Crafts Shop ......
jioiEIHsUectf^
(0)E>tproitlont, Gifti, Cards end Rdolt^ 
noiOak & Bsi’rsl Steak & Chowder kouse
-j,r!dncyBo(HlRrr(1 ,
(.MiTeblewereTrends..............  ,.,
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The U.S. Coast Guard dispatched two cutters and a 
helicopter to the rescue of an^ Everett, Washington, 
fisherman whose boat sank north of Orcas Island in the 
small hours of Monday morning, but it was Horst Klein 
who performed the rescue.
The May Day message was relayed from Seattle at 3:10 
a.m., reporting a fishboat sinking a mile west of Matia 
Island. In spite of running through some heavy fog, Klein 
was on the scene, 24 miles from his base at Otter Bay, at 
4:07.
Frank Bjazevich had reached Matia Island in a rubber 
dinghy, and was on shore, but wet, chilled and unable to 
climb the steep bank. The reflecting tape on his survival 
suit made him easy to locate by spotlight. Klein got him off 
the beach and turned him over to Coast Guard cutter 41381 
when it arrived from Bellingham.
There was no sign of Bjazevich’s 30-foot fishboat, 
Noctivagus.
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. Klein responded to a May Day 
from the 32-foot ketch Gigi, riding sideways in heavy 
waves offshore from East Point on Saturna Island, with 
the engine broken down. She was reported to be foun­
dering, but Klein found she was not taking water, although 
everything was being slammed around.
He took the ketch in tow and then turned it over to the 
Coast Guard off Gowlland Point while he went to the 
assistance of the motor yacht Leola V, out of Steveston, 
which was being blown ashore in Navy Channel, with a 
broken transmission.
The owner, Don Franklin, Steveston, found he still had 
reverse gear, and was able to stay off the shore until he was 
taken in tow by the motor yacht Galway.
Klein responded to a call for help for a 
Bellingham man who suffered a heart attack aboard his 
5 boat near Rosenfeld Rock, off East Point. She took the
over
Starling Aug 26, the 78- 
North Saanich bus route 
was replaced by taxis, 
operating the same level of 
service previously provided 
by a full-time transit bus.
The Victoria Regional 
Transit Commission 
replaced the bus with taxi 
service because of the major 
saving in tax dollars. The 
78-North Saanich route was 
chosen because of its low 
ridership — about 20 
people a day.
1984, the end of the transit 
system’s operating year.. 
Taxi service will cost about 
$12,000 for the same- 
period. The saving will be 
accomplished without loss 
of employment as it will 
enable the MTOC to use its 
personnel more efficiently 
in other areas.
Passengers will still pay 
the same fare as before — 
70 cents basic adult fare on 
the peninsula, $1.40 to 
travel to downtown Vic-
Mayor Norma Sealey takes first ride in Empress taxi, now known as 78 North Saanich. Taxi service 
replaces has and saves money. (See story). Murray Sharratt Photo
The commission chose toria. The trip schedule vvill 
Empress Taxi as lowest of likewise remain the same, 
three bidders to operate the The taxi will drive the 
service under contract With same route the 78-North 
BC Transit. Empress will Saanich transit bus 
operate four trips a day — operated on. 
two in the morning and two On trips where demand 
in the afternoon-— Monday warrants, an extra vehicle 
through Saturday. will provide backup service
Operating a 40-foot GM to ensure passengers are not 
bus on the route would cost left behind for lack of 
$30,000 until March 31, space.
Gordon Fotheringham, pleaded guilty to failing to 
26, of 111-990 Wordsley stop at an accident and was 
St., Victoria, was fined fined $150.
$400 Aug. 25 in Sidney Thomas B. Blair, 29, of 
provincial court after Ganoe Gove Marina, was 
pleading guilty to impaired fined $300 for driving 
driving.
On A.ug. 23, Lloyd A., another $25 for not wearing 
Johnson, 41, of 9348 a seatbelt. He pleaded 
Maryland Dr., Sidney, guilty on both charges.
t. . l , tt i t, sn i m  -, i 
doctor from Saturna to the kene, but thEman, who
L _J .... u.. *uA....,,.* ot-ri Viz-nr/irr-roffaltcady u^r4 in ^iftnpv whnvf. Ei'oft took ottlv 20 minutcs for toiirnev and arrived
dead.
The preceding Saturday morning, Aug. 20, Horst
7 carried out one of his most hazardous rescues, recovering
the 28-foot sailboat, Maggie J, which had gone aground in
* rC5ViW'Ceit 1*101* cV ^ jr\i it Vi t." i tJ^n Qf^n , 1 3 n irl.
before ambulance.





on the street. 
Take a walk.
pamapaasan
! off^ore from the pass between Saturna and Mayne 11.^ ^ ^
Islands. * '. - '-v-
There wwe_eightToot^_^wells breakmg^over ' jhe Sidney-Gulf Islands there’s likely a 50-50 mix of took just 20 minutes and pa/r,
i Mttr"sever“attempts he gofa line on board, which sh hovercraft service got off to tourists and commuters and arrived at the dock before
• ha^blen attached to the main halyard, to heel the boat a cracking start Aug. 25 and with some people the ride is thearabu ance. The journey r”™-
•^ ... nr has been running packed a novelty, however that will would likely have taken
ThrlTon Lid lost the halyard, so the line was tied since then - and some iron itself out soon, make longer if arrangements for a
^ to aLncLbut the boat was so harJ aground the winch people have even been more room and prevent helicopter or water laxi had
puUed outof the deck People being turned away, been made, Reinhardt says.





and SViodern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves).
riies.-Sa’L' 8:30-5:3® 
on 2nd Street . 656-4443
inhardt,: managin  
in a small rubber director of Sea Speed In general, Reinhardt Port Washington,
dinghy.^^^^ /^^^ys.^hecompanydeemsthe
I Perversely, the Maggie J then was carried off the reef as . ^ Miner’s Bay and Sturdier
1 the current changed. Klein and the owner went after her. As the 84-passengerv Pl*^sed with the .m^onsE^^g^^^ adult, $1.50
; but by the time they got there she had been swept aground hovercrafts approaches but ^^it was predicted that j j
again. The same thing happened a second time, and they Sidney from Ganges, where wcmld happen^ .. years, while under-fives ride
r v^re able to tow the yacht into Horton Bay, but Klein it docks overnight, there I .,T;he_^^ : .
; reflected afterwards'that he wouldn’t care to try it again. always a “whole f^ck of disti^ui^^ i^lf^Tri^^^ _ , is for a 30
r The previous dak in a calm sea, he pulled the42-foot people waiting to board by doubling as an am- The service is foi. a 30
- sailboaLYou and Me off Minx Reef near SamueMsland. and sometimes everyone bulance, service. A pewn; day trial penod under m
V He^caLw5-30nm and onthe sceneat5:44,in time cannot be accommodated, who had a heart attack in agreement between, B.C
■ jjry However, Reinhardt says Sidney by the vessel—- it Sea Speed,
■I,,...,. ^ H u gll, . ,C U ft 1 S„, , .U It 0 0,00 CClJ t It c
available lo comment on the provincial government would
meeting but Aid. Jim Lang said withhold its share of funds to the
council was "back to square one” town -- amounting to $.165,000 ■—
I and he’s still pushing for a utitil Sidney council held a^plcbiscite ; :
referendum on the one-way couplet. in November to ascertain whether
"Wc must have that," he said vrgers were in favor of the one-way
Monday. "People have to be able to plan.
decide what they want." It’s possible that with a revised
Council is on record as having highways plan —■ putting off the
ia ’motion : not to...............................  .......  a couplet for a few years -■ a
referendum. However, during the plebiscite|niigltl i)ot be need
.Cffliijtlie lleview
Dick Sum islawskf- 
weighed in n derby-winning 
r 19-paund Akunce salth 
s at Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
i in the Aug. 27 Air Canada 
fishing derby. Second prize 
went to Doug Bevanwith d 
6-pound 12-ouncc salmon,
7 • • ^:Tjp 7 thirdpriitC7With :■ a:7,5r7 
pound soven-ounce sahvion.
’i:,''■:7:;Bun^islaw'skl^;a^so;^woi(t:::n:^
prize for the total aggregaiC i 
weight.'';7Bevan’7 won;7 two, ■ 
prizes' ■—■■7' for ’ijhc7dargest 7' 
hon-sahtvon fish caught, a 
:''7codf7and|jtv:hiddeir::wcighi''::7 
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The traffic plan created by the town’s revitalization 
committee didn’t get past the provincial department 
of highways at a recent meeting but that didn’t 
. matter. No one expected highways to go for it. But 
what is has done is to get Sidney council and highways 
■ together again and possibly broken the deadlock over 
the couplet. And for that we can thank the revitaliza­
tion committee for getting it all together.
; The dispute over the one-way couplet has plagued 
. local politics for the last two years and caused much 
: bitterness. And the issue was further exacerbated by 
Finance Minister Hugh Curtis when he announced 
J the government would hold its share of the funds for 
the couplet until a plebiscite was held at November 
elections. Curtis maintained the people had a right to 
have a say in the plan. Council, however, passed a 
motion some time ago refusing to hold one and the 
4-3 vote bn that is unlikely to change. ^ ' 
y A neiarer.
•vCpuncilcanrefusetoholdaplebiscitebutunlessCur- 
;Ltis ; has a change of heart the municipal affairs 
ministry won’t hand over the government’s share of 
$350,000.
No plebiscite, no couplet. Or maybe a plebiscite 
and still no one-way couplet if residents reject it.
As well, the issue is bound to affect the butcbnie of 
this year’s Sidney municipal elections. If Mayor Nor­
ma Sealey — a die hard supporter of the couplet — 
continues on her course, will she be re-elected? Many 
people say she won’t and already there are two 
aldermen waiting in the wings who are likely con­
tenders for the mayor’s seat — Loyd Burdon and Jim 
Lang, the.two main opponents of the traffic plan who 
have fought and lobbied against it since they were 
elected to council in 1981.
But the meeting with highways may have changed a 
complicated situation and there is now the possibility 
for an outcome that would satisfy everyone.
Highways-planner Greg Singer states quite clearly 
that the one-way couplet is what the provincial 
government department wants in the long, run but 
concedes that for the time being a compromise plan 
would do, providing everyone realizes that the “final 
solution’’ — maybe five or 10 years down the road — 
is the couplet.
Singer says his department will take traffic counts 
and come up with another plan. An off-the-top-of- 
• his-head suggestion was for three lanes of traffic on 
Beacon, inbound, outbound and a centre two-way 
turning lane. If that plan could be implemented it 
should please everyone, especially those merchants on 
Beacon who have always feared the one-way street 
would drive away business.
The planner, says he’ll be back to Sidney in two or 
three weeks \vith a proposalbnd if he cbmes up with 
an acceptable plan which obviates the necessity for a 
plebiscite it will solve a lot of problems for a lot of 
people."';'::,,::;':;.:
Most delighted bunch in town is the revitalization 
committee. MembefekneW a traffic plan h 
place before they could apply for government grants 
and loan.s for revitalization and their fear was that the 
program would be hit by restraints and the pot \ypulci 
be empty.
So Greg .Singer could play fairy godmother to this 
community which has locked itself into a stubborn 
pattern of thinking and behaviour. That meeting -- 
which blew fresh air through council chambers 
could ,sce the end of the bitter dispute, a traffic plan 
which pleases most and. revitalization.
60 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 30,1923, Issue of The Review
The B.C. Electric Co.’s light department are can­
vassing North Saanich seeking to see if enough residents 
are interested in the extension of the lighting service. 
They have made good progress, although many 
residents who have been applying for light and power 
during the past few years are pessimistic of the result.
* * *
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales will, for a
month or so, become a simple Canadian rancher.
The Prince of Wales exhibits a deep and marked 
interest in the ranch he purchased near Calgary on his 
memorable tour of the Dominion, and his desire to visit 
it is but a fresh indication of the importance he attaches 
to it and the work it is doing.
Lonely stroller makes his way across Tulista Park. Murray Sharratt Photo
? uet for North Samnich
As a regular reader of the Review 1 am aware of the 
frequency of criticism levelled at our municipal 
councils.
: So when praise is due time should also be taken to say 
thankyou.
On Aug. 17 I wrote to Darrell Ashby, chief engineer 
:for North Saanich, requesting the road ditches in front 
of my property be cleaned out.
; i To my astonishment and joy council attended to my: 
request the very next day. ^ ^




Lieut. Gen. Lane (Community page, Aug. 24), like 
most niilitarists, makes the dangerous mistake of 
discussing nuclear war in the outdated terminology of 
the pre-miclear age.'
He is ready “to defend our way of life’’ with nuclear 
weapons.
I hope the lieutenant-general realizes that in the 
unimaginable horror following a nuclear war the 
survivors, if there are any, might prove more than a 




There’s much rhetoric of safety/deteffehce/defence, 
Of pursuing peace ... all sentiments noble.
But accel e rati on p f nu cl ear ar m s c an o nl y res u 11 
In one filial holocaust —- global! ; ; ; :
: Never in the history of planet Earth ;
Since Adam and Eve’s expulsion,
Have weapons beeri produced with such destructive 
■force,
Causing mass fehr and moral revulsion.
;The two superpowers have never really tried 
To tneet and reason as brother with brother,
And so oh the verge of extinction we sit,
Because neither would trust thebther.
Nina E. Lurid 
:' 1137 Nicholson
formation released is that the new bomb is 700 times the 
pow'er of the Hiroshima bomb, and of course the U.S. 
does not release the information on its latest bombs.
The U.S. admits to having stockpiled 10,000 
warheads, and, assuming a parity with the USSR, that 
means 20,000 available to finish everything.
It is also claimed by the U.S. that it has antirocket 
weapons capable of destroying rockets in flight. Now, 
as Canada lies midway between these two great powers, 
it doesn’t take much imagination to figure out just 
where these rockets in flight will be destroyed — right 
'•oyerour country.','',;
The devastation of such an attack will leave very few 
people alive in Canada. There: would also be the 
retaliatory bombs that were not destroyed in flight. Not 
much of a future is there? : - 
Take our dear little Vancouver Island. Victoria is a 
prime target as headquarters of a provincial govern­
ment; because of: pur; proximity to the; nuclear sub­
marine base at Bangor, Washington; and because of the 
nuclear weapons arsenal at the Cpmox military base.: ;
Prime targets AquId also be oil deppts, power plants, 
ferry terminals, etc. Nearly 20 years ago the power of 
the U.S.A. bomb was powerful enough to vaporize a 
hole 600 feet deep - and that would include buildings, 
cement, wood, stone and people.
Conceivably one. of the newer-bombs, and we can 
assume that the Russians also have them, dropped in the 
right place could blow a channel right across this island.
Two years ago I actually heard a Pentagon official 
state that in case of a nuclear war 120 million Russians 
would die and 165 million Americans (he didn’t mention 
Canadians). He continued by saying, “Not to worry.
: We would still survive’’.
; :A:few weeks agp a young, intense Canadian Forces 
officerioii television was speaking of the nuclear shelter 
in Nanaimo. It is common knowledge that there are a ; 
humbcr ’of these shelters across the continent. Who are 
they for - the Carl Sagans? The great philosophers?The 
medical profession? Women and children? Oh ho - for 
the very same political nitwits that got us into this 
position ill the first place! A partial remedy might be to 
ban all politicians and their familiesTrom these shelters.
Let us assume that you are still optimistic about 
survival and you have stocked your crawl space with 20 
jugs of water, a lantern, dehydrated food, etc. 
Remember if this war takes place the: atmosphere’s 
ultfaviblet shield will be destroyed and exposure to the 
sun’s rays would not only give you a quick tan but 
would be fatal in 20;to 30 minutes, There would be no 
electricity (can anyone imagine our homeaor our world 
: wjlhout electricity?! no oil, no;;transportation, no 
medical services. , . . the list cOuld go on and on.
1 f the blast did not destroy our houses, the hurricane 
force winds that would follow would certainly do so. 
Desihie the pqlluied air and radioactive fallout, how 
long couldi ydiL keeta your children in a dark crawl
50 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 30,1933, issue of The Review
A meeting of the directors of the North and South 
Saanich Argicultural Society took place in the 
Agricultural Hall, Saanichton, on Monday evening. 
Final arrangements were completed for the 65th annual 
fall fair of the society to be held September 19th and 
20th. The Premier, the Hon. Dr. S.F. Tolmie, will 
officially open the fair at 1 o’clock on Wednesday, Sept. 
20th.
The prize lists are now being distributed and show a 
number of new features. As usual the annual school 
sports will be a feature of the fair as well as the ever 
popular Highland dancing events which of late years 
have attracted youthful dancers from all parts of the 
Island and mainland.
40 YEARS AGO .
From the Sept. 1,1943, issue of The Review
No British submarine has been hunted more relen­
tlessly than the H.M.S. Taku.Ehrlier in the war, after 
torpedoing a large supply ship off the Norwegian coast, 
she was forced to lie for four hours on the seabed while 
the enemy rained down a “perfect avalanche of depth 
charges.’’'': 7.,T
Her most recent escape was in the Agean Sea, where 
except for half-an-hour on the surface, when the captain 
could not risk the noise of the blowers to clear the air in 
the submarine, she had to rerhain submerged for 36 
'..hours.
This escape followed the sinking of amedium supply 
ship. After, she sunk by gunfire a ship flying a Swastika 
flag and loaded with; German soldiers, and also suc­
cessfully bombarded an enemy occupied harbour;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
30 years ago
From the Sept. 2,1953, issue of The Review
Confirmation was forthcoming this week that the 
creature;seeh; qff Deep:Gpye;Poiht recently was, in fact, 
a whale and that it did entertain itself within about 50 
feet of the point.
Mrs. W.H. Cross, of Madrona Drive, told The 
Review this week that she and a neighbor observed the 
mammal from the time it appeared off the point until it 
left in the general direction of Brentwood Bay.
She confirmed the whale was more than 100 feet long 
and that it raised its “tail” — that is Mrs. Gross’s word 
— several times before saying farewell to the shallow 
waters of Deep Cove Point.
20 YEARS AGO
From the Sept. 4,1963, issue of The Review 
First Sidney Queen to take the title Miss PNE, Lindt 
Douma returned home to enjoy a civic welcome or 
Tuesday evening. Arriving aboard the 6:40 p.m. ferrj 
from Tsawwasseh, Linda was formally welcorried bj 
Chairman A;A. Cormack, of Sidney Village Council 
Escorted in a convertible to Sanscha Hall, she was fetec 
by the entire community.
: li: is bepoming increasingly obvious;that the wesicrn 
hations;are:be(ng brainwashed into believing that our 
;pbpuIations:chn Airvivc a nuclchr Wnr: The Intest ih--
:: It;hh^hcenfaid, “The living iyovild envy the dead’’, ;
: I can hear many of you say; 'T f it comes it comes and 
there is nothing we can do ahoht it;*' Not so. It is true 
co'ntiniic!d''(>n pgRc, A5-v,',
1(> YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 29,1973, Issue of The
Policemen may be making a practice of ignorinj 
criminalactiyities within the municipality.
That at least, is what Delta police chief M.W. Smitl 
told Central Saanich council in his special report on th< 
''police''force:in July.'
There arc probably many time when a patrol officer 
faced with a decision whether to arrest or not for im 
paired driving — or any other criminal offence, take 
the easy way out and either ignores the "situation o 
issues a warning, Smith said in the report.
The patrolrhan; rnakes that decision. Smith added 
after weighing (Ik; choice betwen turning his hahk oi 
the offence ;br having;;to :escprt the lawbreaker inti 
Victoria.
To correct the situation, “the lack of a holding cell ii 
:the police building'shcuild: be remedied; as:sob>i ;a 
possible;’’ Smith said,
At the legislature!
Wltcn you’re having second ihouglu.s about a course 
of action you've taken, you can always convince 
„'y btirs'cl'r:thm';,;ybu;.syere:0'n;the,, right :irack..by;'repeating,! 
;;bvcf:'a'nd. "over; that; .what:, you’re: trylng;j.o;'dd: is, for.', the" 
good of someone else.
And to remove any lingering apprehensions, yon 
imust tell yourself thaf your critics are cither misguided < 
rl’opls or worse, in tjuenced by saboteurs.
The behavior of the Social Credit govemmcni is 
evidence that this scheme of self-delusion works on any 
vsCMb-;':The;:!iA*^Huyt7'WUd „i'tis .cabiuel .cuiIitMguc!»,.:tUCvi»p-,;'
■;■|pi;ying'';st;;A'hr'ped';Jogic,,t'hRt',oan:,0^i!y:v.s,tcm;:;fron'^;■;'self*,; 
dclhsion tai thc pursuit of the; policies laid; down bn 
budget day.
10 he sure, it hasn’t been Had the trade uhibus 
been the only ones opposing the government’s siringcnt
policies, things might have turned out different, but
tliere are a lot of bpponcnt!t :put;there ;whdsc:im
cajinoi be easily questioned,
But questioned; they ;are, :And Attacked.;When ih 
province’s handicapped organizations; showed tip sidb; : 
:by side with the labor :uhions at 4^ 
govcrnnieiil said pepplc:; don't understand tiic 
legislation.
f!If only they would: listen'Jo; the; goyeinmcni’s 
rationale, they would understand: that the Sqcreds' 
course of action Is the only possible one, and one that : 
willbencfit tin; entire province.
It got a little stickier when the elnirchcs got into the 
; act . It was during the recent Worlcl Council tha|ieyeral ; 
:ehurchey reprimanded tlic prernier for Vehat thejLcallcd 
harsh legislation and asked him to reconsider.
: The government's; response vvas that the bhurches 
:simply didn’t understanci ccohbmics, If they did, they 
j would sec the necessity of the government's moves,
ThetJ came the strongest attack from the religious 
..COinmUtlily,yet..77,,
'';''"''';'.I|tcmi;'Pe 'Rop,:4hc::Rpman,:Cathdlic;;bishop;ub'.,yic-';;:, 
toria, s.ald the government's restraint package hurts 
people and contain'' a '■-truciural disorder tliat ovi!.
He did say that, in his opinion, the igoverinnent 
hadn’t sctbut io crcate an evil program^ but added that 
it ended up doing so, nevertheless.: ; : 7^^
The bishop charged tliat ;thc re,slralnt 'package was 
;;:''dcslgncd td:bctiefit7tlvc:dovycrftit,'.svl\iletrarnpl{ng'bh'ihC'::'.'
poor and hclplcs.s. He referred specifically to the 
' abbliripn Of die hitman righ ts btbnch and renf w^
; as wcll as to the firing of 1(),(X)0 public servants.
7 J'hc: prcinicrb bHicial coniment was that pc ;R 
advanced ah economic theory that was rejected by the 
.::.Voters;bh':Nlay.;,;s;'';:;He:'Sideste)f>pcd ':'a;'';qitcstioh‘;:,by:;.;'a,;! 
repdilcr i(vhether he considered Pe Roo a Socialist, or 
worscv by repeating that the bishop's economic theory 
had been rejected by therpublic. T : ,
: A cabinet minister was less polite, 1 won't mention 
the mtme because the comments were made Over a cup 
; Of coffee bn neutral ground, bu the rninislcr said With; 
great emphasis that “you know as well as I do that the 
socialists have infiltrated the churches,’Just as they have 
infiltraicd the unions."
convinced thanset\bs ;tliar thew 
have seen the enemyj And, by Gbdy thc chufehes arc in 
cahoots with the enemy,;;;,;;';,,:;",'::::,',':',,
Now I ask you to step back for a moment from the 
“ i^svie and consider this; Whose integrity is left when a 
' "government, openly 'or':quiety; accuses 'the"Catholtc" 
Glnirch, the Anglician Church, the United Church of 
; ibci|ig the enemy? > .
W'Ho k left to 'eritleizegoVernmeht polley'W'ith greitter'' 
iriicgrity arid niorc credibility; lhant he;nat]oh's ;mBjor 
: religions prganiziltions?
And what of a government that; can only defend its 
.r legislatlon:by; accusing thb churchcs of furtheririg a 
socialist cnnspir.acy?
Only right or left-wing dictatorships arc supposed I 
attack the churches.^That's par for the Course in POlah 
and Russia. And it was commonplace in Nazi Germany 
But British Columbia 0pcrntc.s under a systciri i: 
;Tarliaritentary demqcfacyV This is Tbe^;^B 
mcnwcaltli, fernembe
If the sUualipn weren’t so sad and alarming, it woul 
be hysterically furiny. In n parliamentary democrac; 
we’ve got a bishop who calls the government policii 
evil and we’ve got a governmenf which tries to di.scrcd 
the bishop by accusing him of being some eras 
,,sociaiisti '" ■ ,r’:b''';''' '•
This insane scenario more than anything else shov 
the dangerous polarization the premier has created 
British; Columbia,; a polarization w 
wiped otit any reaspn and rationale fltat is siipposed 
guide a civilized society,
And the really infuriating thing is that the rii^ss 
;;;created;by,;otlierwi<!e'::riice,,j>eop!i;;,:,Qn:',ri.,;per5onni;icV;< 
ibereIsn’tbne of them (sven the riiosf rtivirig left-wing 
::c'ouldn’tJiavc'a,bccr„wlth,;''7:::
ihe government is convinced of its righiousness. It 
determiried to press on In the name of resfmlnt^ i 
matter what the social consequences.
And flic gqvciiinicni foi gets one impui lunt poii 
Even if what a government docs is getod for societ y ai 
whole,; that;good will be completely negated if t 
'■'.majority is opposed to It. v':'''''"'
Bettet to go slowly arid;achicve youf goal, than 
'';'''nishjn'a'ey<!,ntually,dcfcat it.
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more letters
Continued from Page A4
that individually there is little we can do. We can write 
our MP, who recently, with a touch of black humor, 
referred to a nuclear explosion as a “fryout”; or to our 
prime minister, who recently stated that he doesn’t pay 
any attention to public opinion (if he did we would have 
capital punishment in force).
There is something we can do collectively. It is 
through a Canadian organization. Operation 
Dismantle, which has been working since 1977 to 
organize a world-wide vote through the United Nations. 
Our Canadian Government refused to sponsor it in the 
UN, even though 129 MPs from all parties have en­
dorsed the global vote.
Operation Dismantle was started by James Stark and
his friend Peter Brown, in Ottawa. Stark, a former 
teacher, borrowed $1,000 froma finance company to set 
up an office. None of the staf accepts a salary. They get 
three meals a day, medicare a^d accommodation in a 
rented house in Ottawa.
More than 100 communities across Canada have had, 
or will have, referendums, including Toronto, Ottawa, 
Regina and Vancouver. North Saanich and Sidney 
councils have agreed to hold referendums this coming 
November.
We need help. If you care enough about our project
please send anything you can to: Operation Dismantle, 
Box 3887, Ottawa, Ontario, KlY 4M5. Contributions 
are tax deductible.
In closing I would say that if mankind destroys itself 
in a nuclear holocaust perhaps we deserve it, as we do it 
to ourselves; but we also do it to all the beautiful 
animals and all other living creatures who don’t deserve 
such fate.
If you love this planet help us to try and stop this 
madness that seems to be sweeping the world towards 
oblivion.
L. Moore, 
8662 Llewellyn Place, 
North Saanich.
and versatility.
1 write as unit leader for the Coast Guard Auxiliary in 
Victoria, and would like to tell you about Victoria 
Harbour. There has been a full time coast guard rescue 
boat based in Victoria every summer for the last 10 
years. In the past three months this summer, this boat 
has handled 80 incidents. During the winter months, the 
same service is already provided by the auxiliary, using 
the same boat and equipment.
Actually, last spring we had two such boats in service, 
one being an Avon Searider exactly like the one at 
Delta, and the other being a larger and more powerful 
Zodiac developed here in Victoria, using a rigid foam- 
filled hull with substantial Zodiac buoyancy chambers.
This September, the Victoria Auxiliary will be using a 
brand new boat of this type, equipped with two engines, 
two radios, and a panoply of other rescue and salvage 
equipment. And just as in Delta, there are a number of 
other larger vessels available to provide back-up 
assistance.
What we are doing in Victoria is not the only rescue 
service in the area either. Pearson College provides an 
excellent rescue boat, an Atlantic 21, which is also an 
English design, based in Pedder Bay. Oak Bay Sea 
Rescue has for years provided fine rescue service to 
cover the Oak Bay part of Victoria’s waterfront.
No one would quibble with the proposition that 
search and rescue is drastically under-funded in B.C., 
nor with the fact that there are areas where gaps in 
effective coverage exist, but I would like to make three 
points to you.
First, the coast guard is doing all it can with the 
pathetically few dollars Ottawa allocates. Second, the 
Coast Guard Auxiliary is a vigorous organization with 
over 400 members covering the whole B.C.’s coast, and 
which was involved in 403 incidents last year, (com­
pared to 48 for the B.C. Lifeboat society.)
And last, duplication of effort is not only un­
necessary, it is absurd. MichaelDonan
Unit Leader GMRA
A new evil
As I reflect upon the 
events of yet another 
summer nearly gone, I’m 
reminded of one par­
ticularly unpleasant ex­
perience. My purpose in 
sharing this with your 
readers is so that other 
families might avoid the 
same misfortune.
Every summer seems to 
bring numerous invitations 
to birthday parties for my 
children. I have, up until 
now, always assumed that 
birthday parties for young 
children were joyous oc­
casions. Apparently that is 
no longer always the case.
With the ready 
availability and abundance 
of video movies for home 
entertainment a new evil 
has come to children’s 
parties. My eight-year-old 
was subjected to a full 
length horror movie and an 
adult sex comedy.
The sex comedy was not 
understood and thought to 
be just “stupid.” However, 
the horror movie has 
resulted in repeated 
nightmares and daytime 
fears for weeks afterwards.
To add to this, the 
parents had gone out for
the evening, leaving the 
children mesmerized to the 
television.
Had 1 realized 
beforehand that this party 
was to be supervised only 
by a teenaged sibling, and 
that this type of movie was 
to be shown, my child 
would not have attended. 1 
find it very disappointing
that the parents went out 
during their own child’s 
party and that they lacked 
any apparent discretion in 
choice of films.
1 urge all parents sending 
off youngsters to parties to 





We can help you select 
labric and style to suit 
your needs.
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Name and address withheld
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Comt guard wm there^ toolr
T enjoyed your recent front page article on Horst 
Klein. He certainly has the ability to be in the right place 
at the right time, and to do the right thing. I would like 
to tell you though, that he is not the only one. In July 
for example, his B.Gi Lifeboat Society was involved in 






When is the television media going to level with the 
viewers? Friday night’s news included a thorough 
bashing of the government for its increased spending on 
one hand and an equal blast for cut-backs on the other. 
There was a wealth and success story applauding a 
union fireman in Vancouver for his part in a physical 
fitness business and, also, a loud cry for pulp and paper 
workers who are at war with their employer.
If the media must report negative news, let us know' 
how many people have been unemployed as a result of 
ruthless bank foreclosures or excessive wage demands 
and strikes that resulted in business failure and, sub­
sequently, layoffs. We may also be interested to know 
how many civil servants or closed-shop union members 
have second incomes that erode firstrtinie employment 
opportunity for others.
However, wouldn’t it be better to tell the world of all 
the good: and positive B.G. bas to offer? Shouldn’t the 
media get off the “poof rich kid” gag? After all, with a 
minor attitude charige, a little less greed and much 
more positive from the media, a modest income could 
'.be^shared by all.
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Ma^/or Sealey seems to impl^ that North Saanich is 
paying lesf than its fair sharc of the costs of operating ,
the Panorama Leisure Centre.
Ignoring the legal requirements — which have little to ;:
; clbSviih fairness and which will be argued by the lawj^rs
to tlujlr profit and probably no one;else’s — the fact is; 
; that for 1983;:North Saaitich is paying 25 pet cent mote :
per head of population for ;tl\e centre thatfSidiioy. For
the Hbtary — another shared recreational facility — 
Ntirth Saanich is ptiyinjt72;per bent more;than 
;ih both case,s North Saanich is subsidising Sidney.
I f Mayor Sealey cpnsitlcrs :the;;siibsidicX;ar<? n 
geneious enough perhaps she would explain why and
twhtit'slzePf.subsicly^Would:b|:s,atis|hcibryjn,;each;case;;;^^
The fairest arrangement would seem to be for the two 
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BROWN BEAH$KK>»i.t ...
I have just been shown your Issue of July 6, with' its 
article on a B.C. Lifeboat Society station planned for 
Delta, with: another being considered ptr yicioria. F 
have to say I was ninazed. ‘
There already is a high s|ieed rescue boat based at 
Poln) llobei ts and ninnticd year-rbund by members of 
the Coast Guard Auxiliary, In the last five ycms. tbtf 
unit handled 245 incidents. The crews rotate iicriods of 
duty, find are availhhlc: at hmbtnchi’s notice by pager. ■ 
'The boat' they nbw'),tse is a'' Rigid-hull 'Inflatable Avon .■ 
Scarldeff developed in England for inshorefcscucAvbrk)
aitd supplied with rttll bqtiipincnt by the coast guard for 
manning hv the nuxIHnrv.
In ndditlonf that area has numerous other auxiliary 
vessels from Vancotlvcr to Whitbrbek which not only 
rcsolvb ihddcnts in their own ri|ht, hut provide regntnr
'..assistance Jo.'fulf;iimc"'coast,:; gnard":tmits^wifh’'towiiig;'
duties. IJte havcrcraff based at Sea Island for exaniple; 
Is thereby freed to make use of its e.Htraordinary st»ed
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The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Halh 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know 
anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre at 10030 Resthaven 
offers classes, activities and 
a warm welcome. Drop in 
or call ^ ^ ^
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hfall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more in­
formation call co-ordinator
Ruth Snow at 656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothing, household ar­
ticles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted 
by Sidney Prospective 
Chapter of Sweet Adelines. 
If you like barbershop-style 
.singing, feel welcome to 
join this friendly group 
most Mondays at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. 
For more information call 
656-5301 or 656-7828.
Can we help you? Call 
the Community Coun­
selling Centre, 9813-5th St., 
Sidney, 24-hour answering 
service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support 
Group. A discussion group 
for women dealing with 
their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome 
Wednesday afternoons at 
1:30 p.m. in the Com­
munity Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656- 
1247.
Grandparents — are your 
grandchildren far away? A 
young mothers non-profit 
support group (Capital 
Families) needs help with 
child care li/2 hours each 
week. Call Patti at 656- 
6296.
Victoria Housing 
Registry, 1923 Fernwood 
Road. Free matching rental 
services. Landlords 381- 
1335, tenants 381-1205, 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - 
5 p.m. Help with housing 
problems.
Attention ladies: all voice 
ranges - we want you to sing 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun 
time! Most Monday nights 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more 
information call 652-3030 
or 656-1906.
Speak French atid want 
to keep convcrsationar 
skills? Toastmasters En 
Francais meets Thursday 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13 - 18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and 7 - 11 p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym 
takes place 7 - 9 p.m. 
Wednesday. Special ac­
tivities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. 
All activities are free and no 
registration is required. 
Parent and teen enquiries 
welcome. For more in­
formation call the PCA 
office at 656-0134 or drop 
by and pick up a program at 
9788 - 2nd Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood 
elementary school, 7:30 - 
9:30 p.m. Mondays. More 
information 652-4580 or 
652-1531.
The Peninsula Singers
began their new season Jan. 
11 and new members are 
invited to attend. If you like 
to sing, want to learn, and 
have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice come and 
join the singers at the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall on 
Mills Road at 7:15 Tuesday 
evenings. For more in­
formation call 656-0268.
Is overeating creating 
problems in your life? 
Overeaters Anonymous can 
help. No dues, no weighing. 
Meetings are at 8 p.m., 
Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street, 
Sidney. Call 652-9931.
Pregnant and wondering 
what the future holds for 
you? Sidney Community 
Health Service offices of 
the Capital Regional 
Districi can help you. Join 
us and other couples in a 
comfortable atmosphere of 
learning through films, 
slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corps take lessons at 
Sidney elementary school
from 6 p.m. Thursdays. For 
more information call 656- 
6098.
The Peninsula Disar­
mament Group meets 
regularly. To help us, join 
us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
Sidney Activity Centre, 
sponsored by CMHA and 
the community, meets 
Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, Handicrafts, games, 
films, recreation, light 
lunch and an opportunity to 
meet others. For more 
information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 
w-eekdays.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters dub now 
meets at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday 
evenings at Central .Saanich 
municipal hali, 1903 .Mount 
Newton.
Volunteers are needed to 
staff the Tuck Shop at 
Tillicurn Lodge, 4481 
Inierurbah. For more 
information call Margeau.K 
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6785 VEYANF.SS RD. 652-9221 
WINDOWS • AWNINGS • ROOFiNC-
CUTTERS • INSULATltON; ®
Girl Guides of Canada registration for brownies, guides, 
and pathfinders will be held at the guide/scout hall, 3rd 
and Bevan, Sept. 7 at 7 p.m. 2-35
Ladies’ rhbrning and afternoon bowling league will start 
Tuesdays, beginning Sept. 6.; For; information: and 
registration phone Judy at 652-4275 or Pam at 656-4980. 2-
* *
The Island Cat Fanciers 'a,re holding their mOnthiy 
meeting Sept. 7 at the SPCA.Boardroom, Napier Avenue,:
. . "V 71 O • ' . All \ Art ♦ ■ : 1 A « L /"n »• : /“v vA' i •Victoria at 8 p.m. All cat lovers welcome, for more in­
formation phone 382-3271. 2-36
The Peninsula Disarmament Committee will hold a 
public meeting Sept. 1, 7:30 p.m., at the Sidney library'. 
Speakers will be Doran Doyle and Freda Knott, Victoria
delegates to the Prague World Assembly for Peace. 1-35
v s . ; tV'lPm i
1273 Fort St. For more information call Eleanor Semchuk 
385-4405, Mary Oakes 595-4462,.June Preston598-1343.
I , feeding mothers to a meeting Sept. 7 at 8 p.m., 8712 
I Emard Terrace, Sidney. The topic is baby arrives — the
/ family and the breast fed baby. Forfmore information call 
652-5781. Babies welcome. 2-36
/ sessions a year to 
9 persons wishing lo improve their ability to speak their
3 minds and to hear what others are saying. Meetings are
held on the second and fourth Thursdays of the months 
Sept, through June at Shady Creek United Church 
;V ‘ Fellowship Flail on East Saanich Rd. 8 p.m, For further 
information call Lea King, 652-3114. 2-36
Peninsula Players general meeting. All past members 
* and those interested in joining our ‘/Playing” are invited to 
' our monthly general meeting Sept. 6 at 7:30 p.m., af 
Central Saanich Lions Club. This year’s ’ exciting season 
and our hew musical comedy will be among the topics — a 
preview of the workshops is promised. Call 652-0049 after 
? /4p;m,fiir further informatibn,' /// w 1>35
No. 676 (Kitty hawk) Air Cadets will hold their first 
yj"‘'’’''''scasohal'parad’b;'bn/Sep'fV'B,' Recruiting'for hew cadets'will 
be Sept, 15. 2-36
Peninsula Christian Women’s After F-ivc Club cordially 
invites you to a dinma party at the Miirgafei Vauglian- 
Birch Hall, %97-4ih, St,, Sidney, Sept. 12, 7-9 p.m. 
Reservaiions/canccllations necessary bv Sept, 7, Gall ,^ue, 
6524039. ot Pat 656-1419.^ Frichdship: Bible Coffee ..(cnll 
Frieda, 652-3301. 2-36
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
choose from this summer. We'll help get the body fit and 
firm with classes geared to ti. variety of c.\erci,se levels. The 
music is motivating and the exercises safe and efrcctivc,
knowledge of basic crafts an asset but hot essemial. The 
r progruni rutis McHidays 9:30 a.m.1:30 p.m: at Matgaref 
Vaughan Blrclv Flail bn 4th St.f Sidney. For more in- 
I / formation call Marketa at 652-1483./ '
j ever Friday to bo published in ihtt tiext issne bf The Review,
‘ All items may nm for a maximum of two insertions. Non­
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Jim LeMi»rmiand 652.4501
's Back'To School time ! I F
AteoyThiSvLabour Day,:,dqn^'
a statistic, Driving and Drink­
ing endangers yourself and 
others, and is a punishable ot-
ddh’t/drive:
NMIW i» * Ml XWII
' ' ’ STEAK &' ■ 
FIWOCHOWDER'HOUSE^
m6A((nuSl& On Tht Walor At Braniwood Inn />i>n Ai-« i»
■ u Bnintioud. Bay: ■ ir-: 5..
BI^NTWOOD HARDWARE/
LTD.
Hartlware — JSporllng Goods madum
BfiEHTWMD MY SH0WM(5 CENTRI
Butler Brothers Supplies Ltd.
inw 2046 K«atiiifS X Rd, 6524121
! r;' ■ ■■■'?■ ' k i* o ^ • a » « '«tr A V '|.r m • « f ly . ‘7'<.:/Worklnp Hard to Be Your Favorilo Food Storo ' /
’ Boacon Plaza,''SldnoV'.' BvC./;■//-/'/'-"■■-/'/-
/ ^Foi-gct-|Hc-^oi Fleristi and Gift Shop
'^•7:S«lbM'd Mill '
Keitin* X Rd. W;-
;v... ,v;v.
7 Sorylng the Peninsula slnco 1912
7/2367'Beacon ftye., Sidney//^ :'/://656*ll5i//
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Central Saanich coundil has been asked to comment on 
Windmill Enterprises’ development plans, but has been 
given no information on how they may aifect the 
municipality.
A letter from the Capital Regional Districi regarding the 
application from Windmill Enterprises l.id. for rezoning 
of 239 hectares in the Partridge Hills area was read to 
council Aug. 15.
The letter asked for the municipality’s comments on the 
effects the development might have on Central Saanich 
prior to Aug. 23, 1983. The CRD wrote the advisory 
I'Manning commission was considering a reduced proposal 
of 455-600 units centered around the resort hotel and golf 
coursearea.
“1 think we should tell them at the outset that our sewer 
capacity won’t handle that”, Aid. Earle Tabor said.
“We made it very clear from the beginning that we 
Won’t give up our control,” Aid. Ron Cullis commented.
Aid. Eric Lewis asked if Windmill Enterprises Ltd. 
could get permission to hook into Central Saanich sewer 
system without council’s approval. Mayor Hill said that his 
concern was for the Indian property and Keating area that 
is not yet served by sewers and “right now we don’t have 
the capacity.”
He pointed out the government has lowered the share it 
will pay towards the development of new treatment plants 
from 75 per cent to 25 per cent. “It’s getting rid of the 
effluent that’s the problem,” Hills aid.
Council approved a motion by Tabor that a letter be sent _ > i
to the CRD outlining the muncipality’s concerns. A ISortli Saanich man whose home was damaged by a Gillevet is suing Geottrey Neil Calvert, owner of the
Lacking any specific information as to what Windmill flying rock during construction of a road in the new subdivision property; Wesley .1 ones and Sons Ltd. main 
might want. Central Saanich planner Gay Wheeler wrote Cloake HiU subdivision is suing the contractors. contractor for the subdivision; Carley Logging, blasting
the CRD Aug. 16 that it was questionable whether excess , f'laime hk hniKP^ set the charge.^
rapacity inithe^sewr system .would be given to; a some $20,0(»:dama8e;»l,en Ihe 400-ppund rock
: "’MajSt^lS.J^am'wlroreprSs Wtral Saanich on the I'uk tree branches were steered off. Inearlierblasting,
CRD board, commented later the matter has; never come to * ' smaller rocks littered the Gillevet property and Ml into
the:board, but‘is still at the committee level.; Sidney lawyer Lloyd Johnson said Monday civil action other gardens.
: He would' noCoppose the rezoning becauseVof sewer bas beeniaunched against all parties involved and filed in ' The action is for general ^
FRESH FISH AVAILABLE






Three English lassies met up with each other for second time in 38 years A ug. 22 at the Waddling Dog. 
The war brides came from Farhorongh, England, on same boat in 1945 and met up again 14 years ago 
near Banff. Left to right, Babs Laird, Mrs. Mabel McKenzie and Mrs. Amy Onofrychuk.
Miirrav Sharralt IMioto
HOEIfiEf^ADE SAUSAGES - PORK BEEF & BANGERS
Profe^sioii^l Guides
GILBERT’S MARINE & GUIDE SERVICE LTD
Year arouad Salmon fishing
BOAT I^EI^TAL *6.00 per hour
Phone (604) 652-2211 M/OS 1 AO
789 Saunders Lane R.R. ly Brentwood Bay, B.C.
problems, he said; since he considers the two issues;to be Supreme Court. c
totally separate. Land use is a basic issue, while sewers and ; C V i h ; 
other services present technical problems that can be
solved. Want
r l and specific damages VTo date.
Johnson says some repairs have totalled $ 11,000.
VfV'i
sewage disposal plans were cleared by regional health 
authorities, and the CRD committee. would want full OH
information regarding all services before it would take the 
re-zoning application to public hearing. These things 
would take time. ^
Hill also predicted delays becau.se Windmill now wants •
to be able to subdivide sections of the 239 hectares so that Anyone who is interested 
other companies can built parts of the development. There an allotment garden
was no talk of that previously, he said. . project in Sidney next
“Basically I think it’s a good development,” Hill spring .should contact M. 
commented. “1 think the subdivision can be done, but it Moilliet at 656-0658, who 
will take a lot more time and work.” needs a list of potential
“1 don’t want a lot of subdividing and then have the users to present to council.
:.vvv ' ■ DIVISION. TANDY.- r.„ „ ..
; (g) : ELECTRONICS LIMITED^
v1 little stock in the claims of Windmill presented consideration will 
V representatives that if approvals were not rushed through be given to a suitable area 
the project would not go ahead at all. f v T
Classy AM headphone radio
Tune in to quality AM radio sound as J 
; " yoLi walk, )og. exerciseurcwbrkJnUhe.;;.;'^
garden Real hands-free cOnyenience.:
it's lightweight'and cdrn^ot1able,Upot:^^^vRequl^es one 9V battery 12-187
,.v ?
'■f\ ■ ■-V't"'
North Saanich titilHies 
committee voted Monday 
to recommend that the 
council rescind its motion 
barring the issuing of 
building permits in the 
Dean Park area because of 
lack of water. ! ' J
Five requests for building 
perniits were before ;the 
committee.
It was agreed that with i 
the period of rttaximum:
demand now over and new 
pumps being installed by 
November, the system 
should be able to look after 
all of approximately 120 
lots now available to be 
; built on;
The committee also 
recommended, by a 3-2 
vole,; that council proceed 
with installing a booster 
pump for the water supply 
to Gurtcis Point, at an
approximate cost of 
$60,000.
Aldermen Edgar Far­
thing and George West- 
wood opposed the motion;
Further devclopmcni: on 
Curteis Point is currently 
banned by council because 
t li e w a t c r .supply is 
inadequate, and the ; fifc 
departmchrhas ralccLmore 





TRC-201 has spciciah 
sidcipanels to givb'V: 
extended range Has! 
^channel .14 crystals,;
, Add 2mate on any 
of 40 CB channels. 
Uses fl ''AA" colls 
or 10 rochargonblo 
"AA" bnttqrioG;,;
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i : , AND IN THESE DAYI EVERYBODY CAN USE A FEW 
EXTRA OOL LARS. Boys, glrls> TkiuswIvcs.s retireds. 
VOuTl onioy tlelivorind thG Royitsw, every Wednesday. Yoli 
can realistically earn $20 • $50 or $100 every monlh for a 
lew hotirs eacli week: For more imlormalion please call or 
come Into our ollico at 23B7 Beacon Ave;. Sidney,
Sclentifir? calculator pth 61 
.’powerful; bullt-lry'1uh,ctipn8;^;
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Sidney Hotel and the Victoria Junior Athletics advanced Dale Douglas was left stranded on base after cracking a 
to the Sidney Men’s Fastball League final after they swept triple in the fifth, but Hotel did manage two rnore runs the 
their respective best-of-three semifinals with victories last next inning when Al Cross scored on a sacrifice fly and 
week. Dan Akerman on an error.
Hotel, on the strength of Tony Graham’s three RBIs, Hotel put the game out of reach, upping the score to 6-1
doubled the Peninsula Merchants 6-3 and Mike Ash in the seventh inning after Tony Graham’s long fly ball to
fanned 15 batters in helping the Athletics to a 6-2 victory centre field scored Dale Douglas, who had advanced to 
over Harvey’s Sporting Goods. third on Graham Faulkner’s double.
^ Bruce Watson opened the scoring for the Merchants in ^ Merchants finally mustered a rally - Fred Borland 
the bottom of the first inning when he took advantage of Peterson's single and
some sloppy play by Hotel - reaching base on an error = Sacrifice Hy - but it was too little too late and
and then later scoring on another error. ^ ,he game ended on a forced-out at second base.
Hotel regained their composure and in the top oi the “
third inning took the lead on Tony Graham’s two-one Dan Akerman went the distance and had eight strikeouts 
homer that send Kim Hayward and himself trotting across in recording the win while Ed Wilkinson w'ith five 
home plate. Gary Edge also scored in that inning. strikeouts was tagged with the loss.
"Your full service pet store" 
"Your pets happiness 
is our business"
birds ■ aquariums 
small animals 
tropical fish 
pet & horse supplies
Mon. lo Thurs & Sat. 
9:30 - 5;30 
Friday 9:30 - 6:00
■ ^
Home of SUPER savings! 
in Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00- 5:30
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
CAHADA GRADE ‘A’SEEF
I -Soccer players were out in full force Aug. 27 at Tulista Park preparing for 
1. upcoming season, A spokesman for Peninsula Soccer Club says registration is
up more than 30 per cent over last year. shorrou Photo
Grade U . ; 
FROZEN
Grade A................................
BORELESS - J lb. 
RyitSP OR BOnOM RStlHS GIST






; Hotel'Sidney caught an stranded. Kirri\! Hayward ; in a familiar groove with 10
* early ferry home after was also left stranded in the hits but suffered a
losing their first two games sixth after he lead off the disastrous third inning and
J ■ at the B.C. intermediate B inning with a single and never recovered.
' men’s fastball cham- advanced to second on Hotel scored two runs in 
Ii ^ pionships - in Chiili\yack Wayne lone s sacrit ice. the too of the third inn in u;Lr the weekend. In the seventh, with one ‘.o.ieThe score M 2-S
•’ Hotel, playing less; tha -_f‘^’^l-P ^Fernie had taken an early
sparkling baseball, ran into: runs in the first
some stiff competition and ^ ^ second inning: In the i FRUIT ft HBRE
, was bounced fronv further:;^
after losing 5-0 to Cross and Al,Wade —- a scored six ruhA three of 
Ii [ ; Aanderhoof :: and: 9-5 to
. Fcrnie Bees, Juan dc Fuca league controversial call at home
.i'L:..:,:,.'; iv''/',, v,;''-™:,.''could:'motiLbring' ''
::':J:y:y,In::':t]ie;T:opcncr,::;:Hotel'r':;ji^ , ^ V
could onlymuster a pair of Vanderhoof scored two With two out a Fcrnie
hits off Vanclerhopf’s runs in the secoricl inning: runner tagged at the p^^^
lefthander sStevc MarteriA ^aAd added three more in fhe"^^^-^^ called safe and the rally 
who stnickoui 14 Hotel: continued. , : , h
|, ; batters, Wayne Jones, with six Hotel fought hack in the
i ■' Graham I'avilknef got on strikeouts and seven hits next inning \vitlv two r 
i^base in the top of the fourth against, took the loss, and added; another in the :
' Miming after an error by Ibe In their second game, seventh, but it wasn’t j 
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Boardsailing — often called windsurfing — is not as easy as it appears but 
beginners seem to have lots of fun learning at Elk Lake.
Murray SharraU Photos
Aligned in perfect formation, beginners wOrk first on balance.
51
'■;V
Saanichton’s John Fram 
Jr., using a Firdi putt in a 5 
playoff; with^^^^ N : Brun­
swick, clinched the in- 
terproyincial team title for: 
B.C. Aug. 24 at the 
Canadian Junior Men’s 
Golf Championships in 
Coquitlam — but it was 
Pram’s teammate, Brent 
Franklin, who stole the 
show in individual play 
winning the four-day classic 
by a whopping nine strokes.
The 17-year-old Point 
Grey high school student 
shot a final round 69, 
finishing five under par for 
5 the tournament with a 283 
total, nine strokes up on 
Steve Gargan of N.B. and 
14 strokes ahead ;pf Fram, 
who tied for fifth place.
For Franklin it was his 
ninth victory in 10 junior
tournaments 5this year. The; 
only one he didn ’ t win was 
the world junior cham­
pionships in San Diego 
where he finished third. 
Fram placed ninth in that 
same tourney.
Pram’s 14-foot birdie 
putt on the first extra hole 
gave the B.C. team — 
consisting, of Fram, 
Franklin^ Terry Budzinski 
of Victoria and Blaine 
Dickson of Kelowna — 
their second team title in as 
many years. Fram and 
Franklin were mernbers of 
last year’s championship 
team.
Fram shot 73s in the first 
two rounds of play and was 
tied for second with first- 
round leader Aly Jiwan of 
Coquitlam, one stroke back 
of Franklin, but Fram 
ballooned to a 76 after the
third round; while Franklin 
recorded a three-under-par 
69.
Franv shot a final-round 
73 and finished with a 295 
total.
Drew Hart of Calgary 
was third at 293 and won 
the juvenile title (16 and 
under). Fram - was low 
juvenile in last years, 
tournament.
Matt St. Louis of 
Windsor, Ont.,‘ and Mike 
Vinnick of Saskatoon 
' finished mt : 294; 5tied for : 
fourth place, one stroke 
better than Fram and 
An thdny Adams of
Woqdbridge, Ont.
Blair - Philp of Sidney, 
who plays put of Glen 
Meadows finished 5 with
' rounds of 74, 77, 74 and 78 
for a303 total.5 -
Saanichton man wins
Saanichton’s Harold Willers emerged amidst the 
anabolic steroids scandle at the Pan American Games in 
Caracas, Venezuela, Aug. 24 with a silver medal in the 
hammer throwing event.
Willers, Canada’s top hammer thrower for the past three 
years, won the silver with a toss of 64.22 metres while 
Cuban Genovevo Morejon took the gold with a 65.34 
metre throw, well short of Olympic standards.
The drug controversy may have helped Willers cause as
two Americans favored to win gold and silver in that event 
opted to return home instead of taking the drug test and 
risking disqualification from the 1984 Olympics in Los 
Angeles.
The new sophisticated $35,000 testing machine has 
already stripped medals from numerous athletes including 
two gold and a silver from New Westminster weightlifter 
Guy Greavette.
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A Doukhobor woman serving three years in a provincial 
penal institution for arson has raised the issue of whether a 
person has the right to starve to death.
The woman, Mrs. Astaforoff, began her hunger strike to 
disrupt the prison system and gain freedom for two other 
Doukhobor women who are serving sentences in the 
federal women’s prison at Kingston, Ontario.
Sentences of two years or more are usually served in a 
federal prison and, normally, Mrs. Astaforoff would be in 
the women’s facility at Kingston. However, she remained 
in British Golumbia under an agreement with the federal 
government.
The important facts of Mrs. Astaforoff’s case are that 
she is sane, conscious, fully aware of what she is doing, 
and that she has made a purposeful decision to go on a 
hunger strike. If she were under the age of 19 or insane, the 
state could intervene to end her starvation. However, in 
this case, the question is whether a sane, conscious person 
in control of their faculties has the right to commit suicide 
by not eating.
There is disagreement among the various groups with an 
interest in the answer lo the question.
The B.C. College of Physicians and Surgeons believes 
that force-feeding is unethical because it means giving 
medical treatment when a patient has refused consent.
However, Mrs. Astaforoff comes under federal 
jurisdiction and the federal government does not want to 
let her starve to death, so it applied to court to compel the 
provincial government to feed Mrs. Astaforoff.
When the case was heard, Mr. Justice Bouck of the B.C. 
Supreme Court said the court doesn’t have the power to
compel the force-feeding. As there is no statute or common 
law governing this kind of case, the court cannot give the 
state the power to force-feed because it could have broader 
implications.
For instance, suppose someone at home is not eating or 
is eating junk food. If the state has the right to force a 
person to eat, then the police could possibly go in, arrest 
the person for not eating or not eating properly, and force 
him or her to eat. From a legal point of view, this kind Of 
power could reach ridiculous proportion.
There are several other legal aspects surrounding this 
case. For instance, what Mrs. Astaforoff is in essence 
trying to do is commit suicide. It is not a crime to commit 
suicide nor to sit idly by and watch someone else commit 
suicide. It is, however, a crime to encourage someone to 
commit suicide. This is, of course, the legal — not the 
moral — point of view.
Mrs. Astaforoff’s situation is a little different from 
another typical prison case where a prison guard finds a 
prisoner hanging in his cell. The guard has the right to go 
into the cell and cut the rope, taking the prisoner down.
It is one thing to go to the aid of a n unconscious person 
and quite another thing to attempt to aid a person who is 
conscious and telling her rescuer to leave her alone.
An important medical example concerns a Jehovah’s 
Witness who refused to take a blood transfusion. The B.C. 
Medical Association takes the position that a doctor 
commits an assault if he gives a blood transfusion to 
someone who has refused it. However, if a person is un­
conscious or insane, that is a different matter.
Legally, a doctor can take steps to prevent a person Irom 
dying. The same is true if the person is under the age of 19, 
as illustrated by the case of Stephen Dawson, currently 
before the B.C. courts. The province has the power to step 
in and give him medical treatment over the objections ot 
his parents.
The B.C. Court of Appeal has decided that Mrs. 
Astaforoff’s case is really a bureaucratic dispute between 
the federal and provincial governments and thus not a 
matter for the court. She has been removed to a federal 
institution at Matsqui, B.C., and a doctor has agreed to 
start the force-feeding.
However, it should be noted that the federal government 
brought the suit. It might be a different matter if Mrs. 
Astaforoff were to bring a suit against the federal 
government for an injunction to prevent the federal 
government from assaulting her by force-feeding her. This 
would then be a
In spite of all the problems in England with force- 
feeding IRA prisoners, there has never been a case in either 
England or Canada brought by the person being force-fed.
Mrs. Astaforoff would create a precedent for Canada 
and the Commonwealth by asking for an injunction to stop
the force-feeding. ^ _










In a 15 Jack
Rossiter of Mt. St. Michael Rd., said the “infestation of 
springtails within oiir homes’’ was growing each day.
He told council he was approaching his lawyer with a 
view to putting forth a class action on the matter as at least 
one resident will be required to paint all downstairs rooms
to rent a house at 1031 Sluggeit Rd. for 13 youths, taking 
part in the program.
“Motel accommodation is not considered suitable, to 
live together is one of the philosophies of the program, so 
we donh want the group split up,’’ Gough said.-






: and ‘T feel all our homes will require fumigation if the SluggettRd. 
present situation continues.’’ ■ as the area is zoned for single family dwellings. The letters
Rossiter said he and his neighbors had been forced to use asked council to uphold the bylaw ; ;
various sprays at considerable cost and should their Gough asked council to permit the group temporary 
petition to council fail, there would be requests for a residence on a probational basis. “We petition you for that 
reduction in taxes to compensate residents affected by the consideration, and ask you to permit this variance with 
bug infestation for the depreciated value of their property. your bylavy. ” She told Council Katimavik was not a 
. Some 15 residents presented a petition to council rehabilitation program and staff leaders must dismiss 
requesting a bylaw compelling farmers to control the anyone who does not co-operate or \vho jeopardizes the
to residential properties. reputation of the program.
»In other business, Rachel Gough, group leader for Mayor Dave Hill told Gough the zoning bylaw is in place 
Katimavik, a federally funded volunteer youth program to protect the residents of the area.
for young people 17 to 21 years of age, told council No application was made for rezoning of the Sluggett 
Katimavik is being sponsored by Saanichton Research and Rd. property, so Mayor Hill advised Gough to discuss their 
Plant Quarantine Station where young volunteers will residential possibilities with municipal staffer Gay 
learn basic laboratory functions at Swan Lake Nature Wheeler.
Centre, the Institute of Ocean Sciences, and possibly •Council received a letter from the Saanich Peninsula 
Keating school, where they would assist with the French Farmers’ Institute saying members were concerned about ^ s 
immersion program. the existing problem of water being diverted into the
Gough told council Central Saanich seems the most Martindale Valley without a suitable drainage network in 
convenient place for the group to live and they had hoped place.
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Rare filibustering
Ghf@ ihir Kkls M Br®@k
The B.C. Legislature right now is the arena of a 
rare, if not unprecedented spectacle — filibustering 
on a grand scale.
The occasional visitor to the chamber’s public 
gallery is left astounded by the proceedings at the 
best of times, but these days, he must be utterly 
confused.
The House has been in session for more than two 
months now and only one measure has been passed 
by the legislature. An interim supply bill, giving the 
government the authority to spend more than $6 
billion received relaiively speedy approval. The 
reason is simple: Without that authority, government 
can’t function; not even the payroll could be met.
But aside from that single item, no progress has 
been made on the more than 30 bills before the 
House.
Those bills include the shower of legislation 
proposals that rained down on the legislature on 
budget day. Because of their controversial nature, 




Many observers perceive the NDP’s stalling as a 
colossal waste of time and money. It costs about 
$80,000 a day to operate the legislature. For that kind 
of money, the public expects action.
But on second thought, the issue isn’t quite that 
simple. The legislature isn’t just a business, the ef­
ficiency of w'hich can be measured in the speed at 
which it operates.
The only goal a legislative assemby should have is 
the passing of good legislation, legislation that will 
do the most good for the maximum number of 
people. A secondary goal is to do so at the expense of 
as few people as possible. In other words, the 
legislation must be fair and equitable. ; ^ ;
vigor and conviction rarely seen inThis House. The
opposition is convinced beyond The shadow of; a^
G iti this session is
destructive.
Given that conviction, the opposition not only has 
a right to fight the legislation with every means 
available, but the duty. ■
In a parliamentary democracy, the opposition is 
part of the democratic process. It is a vital link in the 
sy.stem of checks and balances that prevent any 
tJlovernment from becoming dictatorial. Without an 
;; opposition, we have no democracy.
Admitted, it’s frustrating, not just for the 
government, to live with the delaying tactics the 
opposition is using lo fight what it believes is bad 
legislation.
Reporters groan as the debate drones on and 
visitors to the public gallery scratch their heads. The 
reaction is understandable. Much of the debate is 
irrelevant.
We have seen speaker after speaker from the NDP 
ranks rise and deliver a 40-minule speech during the 
first reading of Bill 1.3, the Tobacco Tax Amendment 
Act, which adds another nickel’s worth of provincial 
tax to a pack of cigarettes.
The NDP will readily admit that this bill would 
normally have passed in less than 20 minutes, but 
because of the government’s adamant refusal to 
soften its more controversial bills, or withdraw them 
all together, the NDP stands firm. Not a bill without 
the maximum allowable debate. Thai’s the motto.
And the possibilities of delay are nearly 
inexhaustible. In first reading, every opposition 
speaker can use his 40 minutes, while the designated 
speaker can speak indefinitely.
In second reading, the whole thing starts all over 
again, only this time clause by clause. The opposition 
can amend every clause, including the title of the bill.
It can make motions to hoist the bill for a three or 
six-month period. It can, after every speaker, put a 
motion before the House to adjourn debate. This 
necessitates a division and a vote, which eats up time.
With more than 30 bills before the House, the 
debate could go on until well past year’s end. 
Eventually, the legislation will have to pass, because 
the government has a majority, but until it passes, 
the government is tied up in the House.
There are two ways in which the government can 
speed things up, but neither choice is exactly to its 
liking. First, the government'can bring in closure. It 
can puta motion before the house limiting debate.
The second possibility is what during the days of 
\W.A G. Bennett was referred to as ‘‘legislation by 
exhaustion.” The government can bring in all-nighf 
sittings which will exhaust members to a point where 
they’ll pass anything just to get out of the House, 
f fBoth alternatiyesr however, leave the:gcwernment 
f open to charges oFrailfoadihg its legislation though
by questionable means. In neither case, can the 
government emerge as the winner.
On the other hand, it has to do something to get 
the legislature back on track.
There is of course, always the possibility of ap­
peasing the opposition by withdrawing or softening 
some of the contentious bills.
It will be interesting to sec which of the available 
courses of action the government will choose. And 
it must. Soon. Or we’ll be here when the next 
is due.
During the war, the federal government issued Victory 
Bonds as part of its war financing needs. These bonds paid 
interest of 3 per cent which, at the time, was a respectable 
interest rate. Many patriotic Canadians bought the bonds.
In 1958 the government altered the terms of the issue, by 
setting a date upon which the bonds would mature — Sept.
1, 1983 — and increasing their yield lo 4'/2 per cent per 
annum.
Of the $1,993 million of this issue outstanding, the Bank 
of Ganada owns approximately $748 million, leaving 
$1,245 million in the hands of the general public. This 
latter group can be divided into two categories: the 
sophisticated investor and original holders.
The sophisticated investor bought the issue over the last 
four or five years at a deep discount (possibly for 70 cents 
on the dollar or belter) not for the 4!/z per cent yield, but • 
for capital appreciation with minimal risk. This type of 
investor will now receive face value for the bond and will 
be looking for other deep discount bonds with a similar 
tax-planning objective in mind.
The other group, loosely called the original holders, is 
very large. Some, possibly the majority, will indeed be the 
original holders. In 1958 when the income from bonds was 
considered a safe form of annuity whilst preserving capital, 
41/2 per cent was an acceptable rate of interest. The last 
decade, however, has been one of rising inflation and 
rising interest rates and a 4'/2 per cent coupon would be 
completely unacceptable — hence the deep discounting of 
the bonds.
These original holders are best classified as patient, 
passive and patriotic Ganadians who will now have 
returned to them the original dollars they invested in 1958 
and earlier.
A sizeable portion of the ‘‘four halves of’83” (as they 
are referred to in the investment industry) will almost 
certainly never be cashed. Several reasons could account 
for this; the bonds will have been lost or destroyed; the 
original owners will have died and beneficiaries will have 
forgotten about the bonds; or theywill have been stuffed 
■ into a“box of old papers” and will continue to surface for 
many years to come at which time a finder may think they 
are worthless and destroy them. y
Many, however, will be presented at a bank wicket or 
investment dealer’s office with holders inquiring what 
should be done with them.:
If you have any of these bonds; or knOw of any, it is 
advisable that theyVbe redeemed as soon as possible. The 
original investment has already lost a lot of its worth to 
inflation and it is best not to erode that position further by 
delayed action.
[Stephen R. Raylor is a representative of Pitfield 
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HEAVYWEIGHTS
The Stih!® 032AV was designed 
for professionals, farnners, 
foresters, contractors and 
anyone who needs a heavy-duty, 
lightvyeight chain saw. So, if your 
woodcutting needs are more than 
average, you need more than the 
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if you like to be bothered by facts
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;‘Gan ad a Ge ntenniai: 
jGitizens’ Gommittec to get 
i' a d m i n i s t r a t i y e ^
^arrangements underway for 
‘ the celebration in V985,
• The commitlee is opening 
'an office in Toronto and is 
Advertising for an executive
something for ewerHone 1
a*'..'/A',./; i
panorama
PICK YOUR PROGRAM POR tlllS pAU. 
RCGISIRATIOII IIAS STARIfP,: " 
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COLOUR RIIOTOGRAI’HY > ’
NATIVE AWARNESS ;
CONVCRSATIONAL:TRENCH;, ;
„ CAKttR AND LITE T'LANNlNa 
TM TWAIER SRDRTS riEHINfl
tputyearteaveii,
■.CPR' DAS 1C; 1:':;, , „ ■ ;
TlRiit'Ain COUnSEG;:,
^"tjvEHr25TjTNESsTi,
::T0R :ALC:LE VET, S
'■■VOOa')’Or'>lL;'LEV£LS;'''’"' '33'''',"








LEARN TO SKATETROGRAMS 
ADULT POWER TKAT 1 NCI,
LADIES HINGETTT LEAWir, 
RiNGtriE miuL
: UARH lOTMIHT'MtJRRAHR - 





director. Fund raisers :are 
already at work. A logo and 
a makot have been chosen 
—• a moose will be The 
symbolftTr the celebration;
; Banff National Bark, the
first in Ganada, was 
found c d in : 1885.,
kristianson is chairman of a 
cornmittce with
representatives from ; each 
province and; territory
which will plan and finance 
projects and activities to 
mark the anniversary,
It is the first natidnal 
G ana dia h c e nieh n i a 1 
celebration since 1967. ;
PftY tv INSIA1.LATI0N
OFfEn nPlBRS SEPT. 30, 1983 1 ' ' '






A CONVEtITEms REpUlRED TO 
RECEIVE THE riHST CHOICE SIGNAL
Gary Busfsy tiiKl 
Willie Nelson V v ^ ^
,5:00p,m.: JlmmyThcKidw-', 
wnhn'»ry Colemiin











• 2. Store catalog 
3i Direct mail 
4. Radio
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cookware Canute^ywrsfatmota penny more
lining. Cool; teak wood handles plus a hang-up ring. 
Tape saver envelopes at any checkout. Start saving your
Safeway tapes for FREE ;Ghefmate cookware.
SimjDle to acquire... Save your Safeway coloured cash 
register tapes dated from July 22, 1983. When you have 
collected the appropriate amount in tapes for the item(s) 
you want; shown above, pick your itern(s) from the 
Chefmate display and take it to any checkout. Turn in 
your cash tapes and the item is











Above, youngsters were held spellbound by talented Kaleidoscope 
Theatre group, performing popular fairy tales during wind-up par­
ty for youngsters who joined library 's summer reading clubs at 
Brentwood and Sidney. Left, tot on mom's lap loved tale of hare 
and tortoise. Right, young lady was enchanted with story of





More than 200 youngsters attended yvind-iip parties for the summer reading clubs Aug. 27 at the |
Sidney-North Saanich and Central Saanich libraries. Children enjoyed presentations by popular j
Kaleidoscope Theatre actors. Murray Sharran Photo
:Consoliciatiovv^or'ofI'icc;spa'ce 
solvtMj a V)ig;paH of Uic pcninsvila 
v,..fConinfiiiui,y^':’A'sk>ciaiipii^^
;icausetl;J)y;ireccnV.^ciUl:)Acks:i'iVyfiuids.::
I from human rosourctrs, PCA hoard 
chaiiman .loan Ikatlie said Friday
which cur rcntly dperales dul 6t a ; 
j house on 51,h Si. will move in with
! PCA groups biy2nd Si;^^: ; 4
'""I';:"vy :'\';Bcaltie'■„said;'; she,';rcBretted";';ihe;'^^
1 onovc-™-tlie little house was^i 
; I 1 the service the C^XX gave - - hut the 
nciibit was nt'ccssiiry. The combined 
rents of the Sidney Teen Activity 
Gfcitp (STACi) clubhouse^ the 
Peninsula Old and Ncv\' shop 
:(PC)N), the house on 5th and the, “ 
main I’C'A office accommodation 
on 2nd was Jtist foo intich under nesy y; 
financial restrictions, she added.
The decision to move' the CCC 
was I he; * 'biggest thin g we’ve had to
come to grips witlhviiuiccUling how 
to cope with rodiiccd funding and » 
Till maintain service, sire said, 
adnijlihig aceoinmodaiioii would he
v''d.ighii.::v
However; some 14 lay toutisalors
saving in accommodation and with 
help front ,Unifcd;^y W 
donations from the PCA’s PON 
sliop,
llcattie said programs will con­
tinue ‘'virtually untouched wc'rc 
still providing services as before.”
Hci, biggest concern — that the 
attorney general’s department will 
decide not lo provide funding'Tof' y;
"''POA-^'''uicxfN4af ch. ” And ;4r';vye.'^ 
assume there will be nothing again ; 
from Inimah resources we’ll be 
$50,000 short,’? Beattie said, ; ^ 
"Then we’ll really have to come 
to grips and tailor programs to ouf i 
^ reduced.fundsv’.'^■'.■' -
The PGA recently struck an ad
Joan limtdc f 
. . j move necessary
of fund raising. < Ideas incliidc ; the 
annual PCA Christmas fair, h 
, incinbership drive and dances. ; 
Hopefully, the Saanich Peninsula 
municipalities may piovc more
Beafih* Taid; Currently, Nbrih 
Saaniehi; and Sidney contribute; to 
the ;I’GA but {dthough^^^
Saanidi;:-' rcsidentft;; llinvc;;Thc;;| full;;;,;,: 
tumclit of ficrviccs provided by the
Native Indians are 
suspicious of white people — 
they’ve been ripped off by too 
many do-gooders, says Willie 
^Seymour, who believes the 
biggest problem between 
whites and Indians is lack ;pf ;; 
cbm mil n i c at i o n ?; an d un - i; 
derstanding.
Seymour, a 33-year-old 
J rriernber of Tsartlip Reserve in 
B’^ehtwbodl; ainas ; W 
that gap; change those feelings ^ 
and create better un­
derstanding between the two 
races.
community education; 
counsellor; Seymour . plans , 
courses and, workshops 
starting Sept.; 8, 7 - 9 P-in; 
Tuesday nights for eight 
sessions at Tsarllip school, 
7449 West Saanich Road.
One of his cxpeciatiohs;^ 
that vyhite people will end up 
' with a better understanding of ; 
Indian people. >; ; ^
Seymour finished formal 
.schooling in the seventh grade 
but says he learned thuch from 
Bldcrs at reserves. And ; he 
wants to pass this on, 
especially to Indian youth.
It’s important for our youth 
to know how lo survive, he 
says, admrnitting they're only 
"surviving” now on a "small 
scale,”
Developing sclf-cr4ecm is 
important for the Indian. "In 
the generatibri before nie 
pcopc thought being tin Indian 
"didn’t meet with society^' so 
my grandfather started to 
;';‘':,;speak Rnglish,;,;;';;;''V;';';'';':V'’;''';l';; 
">Vc felt discouraged from , 
being ourselves.”
But the trend is changing. ; 
(bcl they have morb 
;-v„;,Tower;and': they’ve; gbne.,hack';,;i!; 
4b?:' practicing''' ;,t,hby'pld;;Tn,dian>v:'' 
'"ways
; •> u, i I....... '
Community education counsellor Willie Seymour seeks , 
better understanding between his people and non-Indians,
ITcgii* HowuihI IMnmi
organizatibh
Oct;I, Beattie said. The PCA board 4 
will review the position March 31;
1984,; at the end of the iliiancial ?'
; n4ih the ecc often work laic
lernoons or evenings ami will be the "scpice/c-in*’bpcralioii., 
able to "spr'-ad ibemselves” in Ihe Human resources (liscontinued
^’PCA'blflec''fiOhp'wheif workers4or''';"';'''»h\indihg',tb''VlTAfi and' tlur'CCC';'*—
the other piograms have gone home (wo of seven I‘CA programs — but ;
?"'• for "the 'day'.'':'^^-V''.'''-'' •'? y,'.': /'■??'■ ;':,':'",';''''?;tlte' '.'Co'mmuniiy ,;,organi/.aiioh :;wiH
make up the del'ich of S15,(KK) by TOfhbapwhh a graru,
libmeimakers.
eounselHng. volumeet drivers taking 
seniors or the handicapped to 
doctors or for shopping — Central
lirogrum is open to both and 11ie W^^ for
Seymour hopes Indians and the eight sessions and'will be
whites will sit down together held in the new cultural ;4 '
and talk about Indian values, building at Tsartlip re.scrvc. In
culture and tradition and how ; ;4hc future Seymour 4ays he 
they vary ; frorn other cthnicy hopes the building 
groups. like a longhousc —• will
rJoplorlng the fact that there become the scene of other
; Is; no ; Wrlticn histdry of the; cidtural;programs like histbry^^^ ; 
.......  'Sindian';peop!e,;:'Seymour-says- and'the ads. T;;''?'''
'Seymour says he putsll his Tie condhds his workshops hy^^^^"' Seymour’s cur rent ; 
f'heart,; and;; sold ; ;
workshops* ■ ; but cau — the way it was,4 Heuses the cultural ;education; conv'^:; T
.some things Indian an? con- philosophy expounded by munication skills, d(?veloping j
Bslentiaf','ahd''‘'v,111;;''' not ""'be''''"'''""hldcrC; '
revealed. last year Seymour woikcd
"But I will share what I on a contract basis with 
{•nn. ” Camosmi ('ollege and took on
,;'"'Hc;says'cuUufildcdUcMjon'is:;;V;',4.h'tec;;;'';proJecis;";' wlth;;;„th;c;:; 
lacking among his own people, Paviquachin and Songhces 
'and ?n9n4hdians\;;,aho'?,suftbf'';''',;;^t1a^'dsand"thendlnh,;' 
'from';'a4ack''bf?'undcrstahd!ng’’V'';'';'TT!€!pd'$h'Sb., ;'t't:in'r'c;';'.b,!V';' Fcrh-':'’ 
of the Indian culture, So the wood.,,
^ self- Csteem','goafsetting;' sbeia! 
'?''4nd'';c'cbnbmic;?'pressiUfes'v': And b
the "importance of achieving 
; pleasurc ln what von arc doing 
— for idleness is poison to 
man’s mind.”
Registration is being taken 
nov' .nt Panorama l„clsure ' 
Centre, '
....... ............ ...
I» I *• »■» »■- »p. •
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By Marjorie Denroche 
Attention sewers! The 
Peninsula Old and New 
Shop welcomes anyone 
willing to sit and sew on 
Monday mornings. A small 
core group is already 
established and it would 
welcome additional 
members in order to keep ^ 
up with the many items 
cionated to the PON 
needing minimal repairs.
If you like rummaging 
through button-boxes and 
matching buttons, you 
would fit in very well! 
Further information can be 
obtained by calling the shop 
at 656-3511. This is a fun 
group and ideal for ladies 
who enjoy a good laugh.
' Making plans for next 
year already? Easter comes 
on April 22, 1984: Nice to 
know that Christmas 
always comes on December 
2.5! This is a lead-in to the 
fact that the fourth annual 
PCA Christmas Fair is 
scheduled for Dec 3 at 
Sanscha Hall. Past par­
ticipants will be given first 
opportunity to once again 
be part of this festive oc-
1 have what I am sure will be a pleasant surprise for you. 
Starting mid-September and continuing for five weeks, you 
will be reading articles written by guest columnists. 
“Himself” and your garden lady (me) are off on a once-in- 
a-lifetime trip — going to England for a month. 1 am 
beside myself at this point, never really having been 
anywhere before, and being petrified of flying, tend to run 
in ever-decreasing circles, spilling tea in my lap (shaky
name.
packing,
bottling, digging, unpacking, watering, freezing, re­
packing, seeding spinach and chard, unpacking, moving 
plants, packing again, and generally driving “himself’ 
around the next bend with my dithering.
This week we will begin the maddening business of 
bringing the house plants back inside for the winter 
months. It’s a sound idea to do this before the end of 
August if at all possible, since, although the days remain 
warm, the nights are getting increasingly cooler. If you 
leave it too long your plants seem to suffer from shock, 
and do mean and frightening things such as-shedding their 
leaves. Stop flowering, look droopy and about to die, poor 
things.'-'
First we will have to rearrange the living room where 
most of the plants live. Then we will have the usual battle
oe parr ^o whether the plants^^^ to come back
W°als^ ^l^med GaU inside. “Himseir’is of the opinion that the
white ginger” for example is a menace to unwary visitors
forrriation. 
balance of
year they are looking for a change of scene, determined to 
come inside for the cold months, and just as determined to 
eat every leaf on every houseplant if at all possible. The 
thing here is to catch them before they get inside.
Look for things like aphids, usually found under leaves 
near the tender tops of plants, or white flies, also under the 
leaves (EATING), or things like slugs, found under pots 
during the day, and munching happily on the leaves during 
the night.
You might remove all the sow-bugs (pill bugs, mealy 
bugs) usually found in the drainage holes during the day, 
or even calmly sitting under the pot waiting for the next 
meal. Also there’s no point bringing in a lot of earth 
worms. Stuck in a bit of mud under the pots. It really pays 
to make a thorough search —^ saves a lot of heartache later.
Perhaps you have some really fine “impatiens” out in 
the garden, or some special geraniums. These may be 
potted up at this time, being careful to get most of the 
roots, which means in most cases a fairly large pot. If you 
are going to bring them in for the winter after tran­
splanting, do put the pot in a shady location outside for a 
few days to recover from being moved, and then bring it 
inside.
It is still too early in the year to put most of these 
transplants right in a south window, better to start them 
off with either an east or west view, and when the days get 
shorter (horrible thought) put them in a sunny window.
i;§Mb
winter squashes and test for ripeness. If the leaves begin to 
go brown, and the skin appears course and tough, they 
may be ready for harvesting. The acid test is to try to put 
your fingernail through the skin. If you pierce the skin 
easily it is too soon, but if you break your nail, the squash 
is ready to be picked.
Cut the stem where it is attached to the vine, NOT next 
to the melon, and don’t make the ihistake of picking it up 
by this handy “handle”. If the stem breaks off the squash 
won’t keep for more than a month or SO.
“Cure” it along with the others, for a couple of weeks, 
then steam or bake it and freeze the pulp for winter meals. 
Curing means putting squash in as warm a place as posible 
for about two weeks, such as a warm kitchen cupboard. 
It’s what gives squash that delectable nut-like flavour.
Before curing it is a good idea to wash each melon 
thoroughly, especially around the stem and blossom ends, 
using two tablespoons of bleach in a quart of water, and 
drying the squash after. This takes care of any fungus 
lurking in the crevices. The smell and taste of bleach are
East year’s
groiips and encircling them at neck leyel.
summer as a Saanich Fall Fair on the fair grounds so if you have any
proved very a small tree garlanded questions, please feel free to ask.
' The Saanich Peninsula flowers, and bursting with enthusiasm, will make the ^
chamber of ,commerce room a jungle. ^
i office oh Pat Ba^ Highway I feel he is full of prunes and the war on! ^ ^ ^
is in imminent danger of There is, as well, the problem of bugs. At this time of
having to put up the 
CLOSED sign each af­
ternoon unless volunteers 
come forward, or some 
I public-spirited group pick 
lip the tab for a regular 
office-sitter! All that is







I Training is provided Saanich Peninsula was club has been inactive, with
* prior to facing the public so quietly laid to rest this no meetings in several 
don’t feel you must know summer when the last funds years, so the decision was
everything. Talk to Peter were withdrawn from the made to wind it up com-
Tredgett, the chamber bank account of the pletely.
number is 656-3616, or call Saanich Community Club,
into the office and size up Donations of $1,000 each 
^e situation for yourself! made to the Brent-
^ It may be just the af- wood Boy Scouts and the
ternoon outing you’ve been bicycle motorcross track,
looking for. (Time to get with the balance, slightly
those letters written in quiet more than $1,000 being
periods!) turned^^^^ Central
• Thursday is Market Day Saanich Lions.
..PpN',J:;Recipe;:'slieetS;;; f6r;^;';':|y:j;ohn:;:;'^ ,
zucchini were very popular, president of the community 
tomorrow’s “recipe with club, notes that its role was 
pP’^chases” sheet vvill be for ^ taken over by government- :
crabapples and blackberries sponsored organizations
both; very plentiful at this^- ^ paid personnel, so that 
time of the year. Thanks to by eight or nine years ago 
those people who are the only remaining activities 
donating so generously of were card^^^ d 
their excess produce, minton in the agricultural
!R.6|^lLStr£ltlOn Those activities ceased
J Rcgistrolioiv'for' sidner^
„ iS^wi&siand
' lakes place 6 - 8 p.m. Sepl. «"= h"" “"“I
8 at' Sidney elementary ''®‘'*'*“l*°'^8l’.ise was,causing
school. Age for twirlers;;
.five ahd up, drummers and mtervening
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Irene Moreshead, was 
installed as president of 
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club at the last meeting of 
the season and will lead 
members into the 1983-1984 
season beginning Sept. 8 
with the first meeting of the 
year. Discovery meetings 
are held 8 to 10 p.m. at 
Shady Creek United 
Church Fellowship Hall on 
East Saanich Road on the 
second and fourth Thur­
sdays of the month, Sep­
tember through June.
The club is a member of 
International Toastmistress 
Clubs whose aim is to 
provide an atmosphere of 
confidence and support to 
members as they learn to 
improve their skills in 
communication and 
leadership.
Membership is open to 
both women and men and 
applications for mem­
bership are being taken at Toastmistress Club, 
this lime. For more in- telephone Lea King, 652- 
formalion about Discovery 3114.
OPENsP
LUNCHEONS — Tuesdaji to Friday 
DINNERS — From 5 p.m. Daily
(except Monday)
65S-S6222328 Harbour RoadB.C. FOR RESERVATIONS
Six cadets and one padre from Sidney Padet Corps, are atten­
ding Vernon Army Cadet Camp this year. Most of the younger 
cadets are undergoing survival, band, seamanship, adventure 
and mountaineering training while senior cadets are acting as in­
structors. The padre, of course, does his own thing. From left to 
right, standing, Caroline Pottery, 16, 2067 Northbrook Drive;
Barb Mclennan, 15, 2104 Skylark Lane; Monica Malins, 15, 
11025 W. Saanich Rd.; Cadet James Debruin. 923 Verdier A ve.. 
Central Saanich; seated, Cadet Stephanie McLelland, 17, 10442 
Allbay Rd.; Protestant Chaplain Major Fred Otkie, 59, 8726 
Bourne Terrace and 2nd Lieut. Darcy Rdlph, 18, 2051 Piercyi 
Ave.-'>'7-i:'^'[ [7/'7
: FOR SALE : :
CmmLMISERED
COWS and HEIFERS
Dodle — Easy Calving 
Raise over 1000 lbs. of calf per year!!
Very ^
See them at the Saanich
M contracts are becoming a recognized part of will manage the family assets, who will make decisions
our legal system to deal with differing expectations of what about a house, car or major investment purchase, 
marriage is all about. But the contract, will also deal with more serious
In many areas of the world, where a man and a woman problems, such as what happens to property if a marriage
circumstances, and with the breaks up, who gets custody of the children, who is to 
same values and the same attitudes, both know the rules of make maintenance payments, and for how much, 
the game. The courts wilf enforce the marriage contracts just like
In North America, people from different religions, any other legal agreement. ,The courst also have the
■ different backgrounds, and different cultures marry for authority, however, to over-ride the terms of a marriage
love — but both man and wife may have totally different contract if the terms are no longer applicable, nor fair,
views of what they can expect out of the marriage. For instance, if a marriage contract calls for main-
Many legal experts believe marriage contracts are a good tenance of $300 a month for each child, the court.s might
i idea, if for no other reason than to have people sit down adjust that payment to reflect inflation in later years;
; and put their minds to what marriage is all about. Where legal experts see the importance of marriage
i The Family Relations Act provides for a couple to enter contracts is in the second marriage.
i into a marriage contract. And it can be entered into by Very often when marriages dissolve, people will end up
i people who are planning to become married, or are already with children and assets. People may want to make sure
I married. that, if they re-marry, the assets accummulated in their :
I Basically, a marriage contract is just like any other legal first marriage go to the children of that marriage,
I contract -- it sets out what the parties to the contract In this instance, the marriage coritract serves a very
' promise to each other. important function, and one that the courts are likely tO:
It may deal with common, everyday problems of who enforce. Law Society of B.C.
i' V--
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Musemn
closes
Sidney Museum ’ s 
summer season will come to 
an end on Labour Day. It 
will, however, be open for 
the occasional weekend, 
and arrangements can be 
made for special visits by 
contacting Sidney town hali 
after Sept. 5. The museum 
will be open full-time again 
beginning Victoria Day 
weekend,1984.
The museum has had a 
successful summer. The 
number of visitors was 
high, and people dropped in 
from all over the world. 
There were also a large 
number of local visitors. 
The community museum 
emphasizes North Saanich 
history, and workers are 
pleased when residents 
come in and discover 
something of their past, and 
at times give information or 
artifacts which help more 
accurately depict this area 
in the old days.
Ten school groups took 
part in the museum’s 
education programme in 
May and June. The children 
enjoyed the butter churning 
and wash-tub laundering, 
and they also learned about 
some aspects of pioneer 
life. Many brought their 
families back later for a 
■■■■^lour! ■
July 1 celebrations were a 
great success this year with 
more than 250 people 
taking part in the activities 
■ and/fun.:
By Wendy Laing
Some 90 programs make up the full agenda this fall, 
says community recreation programmer Rick Hanak. 
Fitness is not just a summer endeavor, fall and winter are 
the seasons to stay in shape and look great too.
The popularity of Panorama’s fitness classes spells out 
how exercise conscious the peninsula has become. Hanak 
says the full compliment of classes run all levels Mondays 
to Fridays, at McTavish, Sansbury, Greenglade and Deep 
Cove schools and at Panorama.
Saturday and Sunday fitness is at the centre. In addition 
to the moderate to intense, and intense workouts, an extra 
mild to moderate session will be offered Monday, Wed­
nesday and Friday mornings.
In pre-school, an extra baby ballet, three to four years, 
and little kickers soccer, four to five years^session will be 
offered.
Youth gymnastics are now in red, \vhite and blue levels 
to coincide with a new Canadian gymnastics program. 
Teen and youth jazz and ballet basics are part of the youth 
exercise program.
Kim Tidman teaches “We’ve got the beat”, an upbeat 
fitness class, Mondays and Wednesdays, 13-18 years.
Pickle ball play is new this season. Take a whack at this 
exciting tennis/paddle ball cross. Karate is back Saturdays 
again for those 10-17 years.
Another new program is les Canadien floor hockey, 
Wednesday afternoons. Stay on your toes and on your 
tongue with this French immersion program, for 7-10 year- 
olds.
Peninsula Recreation offers a great selection of adult 
sports for the fall. Popular badminton will fly back with 
birdies and your own racquet. Co-ed volleyball is Tuesday 
nights at a recreational level.
Late nite basketball will not only take place at North 
Saanich school Wednesday evenings, but also at Brent­
wood school on Tuesdays.
One of the most beneficial courses Panorama offers is 
the fitness instructors course. This class is available to 
anyone who would like to teach fitness or is interested in 
learning more about their health and personal fitness.
Held Wednesdays, 7:30-10 p.m. at Pariorama, par­
ticipants are required to be fitness tested, receive 75 per 
Thanks to everyone whc)^^"^ oh a written exam, observe five exercise classes and 
came To see the museUrn submit reports, attend one work-shop and teach one fitness 
a:nd helped support it with class; Co-ordinated by Nancy Mdyes, the program is well 
donations — we hope to see 
.■^fhem''again.tiextyear,;says'aV.::;/;; / '
museum spokesman.
Special thanks to volunteers C3l30Il 
who give their time and 
energy to help keep the s
museum running smoothly SOd0Xy
by greeting visitors, and 
helping with the school 
programme as well as other 
special activities — we 
couldn’t do it without The annual 
them, she adds. meeting of the First Open
Museum staff were sad to Heart Society of B.C. takes 
note the passing of Mrs. place 7:30 p.m. Sept. 15 at 
Norma Vincent who died Begbie Hall, Royal Jubilee 
Aug. 20. Mrs. Vincent, Hospital, 1900 Fort St. The 
along with her husband, agenda includes directors’ 
was an able and enthusiastic reports; consideration of 
worker for the museum in financial statements;
1975 and 1976, and “we auditor’s report; election of 
would like to take : this directors; appointment; of ; 
opportunity to express our an auditor, if required; 
deep sympathy^ to Mr si other or special business. - 
Vincent’s family. She will 




Veterans Affairs Minister 
W. Bennett Campbell is 
asking any active or former 
Canadian military or 
civilian personnel who were 
exposed to varying levels of 
radiation during operations 
with the department of 
national defence to com­
municate with the 
University of Ottawa.
A study commissioned by 
the minister is being carried 
out by the university’s 
department of
epidemiology and com­
munity medicine to in­
vestigate the mortality rate 
among those exposed 
during clean-up operations 
at the Chalk River Atomic 
Energy plant in Ontario in 
1953 and 1958, and the 
observation of nuclear test 
blasts at Nevada in 1955 
and 1957, and in Australia 
in 1956 andT957.
The results of the study 
may prove useful to the 
Canadian Pension Com­
mission to determine the 
eligibility for disability 
pensions and allowances 
under the Pension Act for 
former members of the 
armed forces and their 
dependants.
Anyone directly in­
volved, or who is aware of a 
friend or relative who was 
involved, in any of the 
operations is asked to write 
in confidence to:
Dr. S. Raman, Depar­
tment of Epidemiology and 
Community Medicine,
; University of Ottawa, 451 










PICK YOUR PROGRAM FOR THIS FALt 
REGISTRAT1011 HAS STAHTEO. : 
SO HURRY BEFORE YOUR: ^ 
CLASS IS FULL
CAKEDECORATtNG I T



















MASKS* SNORKELSf FLIPPERS 
synchronized SWIMMING 
SPRING’ PflARP HIVINH- -
:18K:F0RESTjPARK:0!llV£, 
SIW* B,C, * 
056-7271
LO:
Buses In tlie Capital Region Transit System will 
operate on tK^ weekend as lollows:
:Sal Lird p tenib,er
Sunday; September 4 - Regular Sunday Service
Monday, September 5 - - Rt.'gular I loliday Service
✓---- Bus to the Saanichton Fair —\
Park your car and jusi liop on Ihe bus lor t\ 
cbnlfpdab1exbn'\/eniept’::.r[cle4(:T,tli(3:;f^^ 




^Sunday and Monday servit.e providtHl 
by the 70 Pat Bay only.
Remember;.to:buy’’:Ybyr’Scptcmbcr'.'bus'''p





9 ASVl. 9 PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
9 AM-6 PM SATURDAY 
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Prices in effect 

















iOO mL Llolit 2 per customer





Yr CHILDRENS GLUE 150 mL
TY H:B. PENCILS 10Pak .. ....
★ PLAID PENCIL POUCH
★acme MATH SETS 8 pee.




★ CRAYOLA HEK CRAYONS 16'&
★ LOOSE LEAF FILLER 200 sheet .;
' 20’$:-’V'7
, #„ * I, t.
★ KEYTABS4p,k.........................................
★r TUNGLOk REPORT COVERS
1 H WITH THERMOS BOmE
W LUIllFri til I a ALLADIN OR THERMOS BRAND • • I « >» s f.. fc,'».. ■ 'll:»■>
.i-'li;.
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James Island was named after James Douglas, governor 
of Vancouver Island in 1854. In 1907 it was purchased and 
established as a private hunting reserve by a group of 
prominent Victoria men calling themselves The James 
Island Club.
In 1913 the Canadian Explosives Ltd. purchased the 
Island for the purpose of manufacturing explosives and the 
phasing out of plants in operation at Departure Bay and
Former residents pay visit to James Island 










Private lessons in 





..________ ________ _______________ __________ ________  hall. In time these courts were washed away and new ones Saanichton Wharf and so forth.
Tunstell Bay (Bowen Is.). At the time of the purchase there built behind the Moore Club. In 1961 it was decided to close down the village, and this
was an operating farm and apple orchard at the south end Many good athletes grew up on the Island. Active sports was completed in 1962. Some of the houses were moved 
of the Island and this was maintained throughout the were soccer, baseball, softball, basketball and rifle and others demolished. A phasing out ol some of the plant 
years. shooting; the two latter were held in a “long house” at the departments had taken place and the payroll number
Construction of the plant commenced but the war threat far end of the sports field. A sports day was generally held lessened. .
of 1914 changed the picture and it was decided to each summer and what fun with children and adults The company had acquired three boats and daily trips ■ 
discontinue the construction in April 1914. In 1915 a TNT competing in sack races and “what have you?” were frequent up to midnight. Many residents had cars
piant was erected. There w^ere five old houses on the Island Originally there was a one-room school and one teacher which were kept in the garages at Saanichton Wharf. Also
which were used, the building of cottages commenced and who taught grades one to eight and in 1927 a secondary a few cars came into use on the Island.
several tent colonies sprang up to accommodate the em- school was established, first held in a room of the men’s Many employees had commenced commuting. CJften the 
ployees. boarding house until the new schoolhouse was built on the seabetweenSaanichtonWharfandtheislandwassorough 5^55
After the Armistice in 1918 it was time for the con- site of the original one. the boat could not land at the village dock as customary
struction of the dynamite plant and in 1919 explosives The company name was changed from Canadian and residents were landed at the main dock and tran-
plants at Departure Bay, Tunstell Bay and the Victoria Explosives Ltd. to Canadian Industries Ltd. Cement walks sported to the village.
Chemical Works were discontinued and many employees replaced the old boardwalks and the village became a real These changes and many modern , conveniences , .
re-located to James Island. show place. Most residents were ardent gardeners and diminished social life somewhat and iamilies also started
Two of the Tunstell Bay boarding houses and several annual prizes were given for the best gardens. moving to take up residence in Victoria area. Many who
cottages, as well as cottages from Departure Bay, were The fallow deer imported when the island was a hunting were old timers and lived most of their lives on the Island v ; 
transferred to the Island. Ultimately there were four resort multiplied and became so tame they would wander were saddened to leave. . ^
boarding houses on the Island, one used exlusively for the to the village gardens and eat the vegetables. One employee Some had gone there as children, remained after 
girls of the village and plant. was given licence to shoot these lovely creatures in an marriage and raised their children on the Island. Many are ^ ^
effbrtto keeptheirnumber down.^^^^ now grandparents or even great grandparents but sadly s
Some 436 people turned up at Sanscha The S.S. Princess Mary, now converted to a popular most of what was then the adult geneiation haye passed ^ ^ ̂
Hall, Sidney, for the James Island reunion tourist restaurant in Victoria, used to call at the village away.
Aug. 20 and'21. They met with old friends wharf once a week to deliver stove oil and other large
^gai^ at the buffet supper, dance, and
, • 1 XT rv 1- took advantage of this outing for a day ot sports and
James Island. In this article Nan Deylin picnicing
history and development of the It Was a sad and frightening day on Sept. 26,1946, vyhen
Island. the No. 2 Cartridge machine at the plant had a shattering










; ' ; REPAIRS - :
on guitars, amplifiers, 
wind instruments, stereos & tv's





If you just sit 
: won’t quit:
' i': ■ ^ v;.— ” . .. . ~ CApiUbiUll, UiiCC CliUJiwjany iiijJi
One boarding house was later dismantled, another one explosion was felt for miles beyond the Island, 
burned down and two remained throughout the duration Lgjjljgg Qf ^j^g yjUggg had first a Ladies’ Aid then a PTA 
of the village; one was converted into four apartnients and gj^jj gQn^g Qf the hcrnies of ex-islariders will today have a 
the other remained as a male boarding house. The large j-ggjpg tjQQhiet that will attest to their culinary talents. Tea 
manager’s house was also used as a staff house for a period parties, card parties and the organizing of many parties 
of time. held in the Moore Club kept social life active. A circulating
B.C. Electric constructed a 13,000-volt power line to library of popular new books went the rounds during the 
Saanichton Spit and in co-operation with the company laid winter months with each participant contributing a book, 
submarine cable to the Island. . Children were never bored and had plenty of activity, in
In 1925 the Giant Powder Co. at Nanoose Bay was summer months the lovely sandy beaches were almost 
closed down and employees re-located 10 James Island, “home” to many of the kids. Christmas there was always a 
The village became a thriving community of some 60 j^j.gg decorated tree in the Moore Club and after the school 
families. The houses were always occupied with families children had put on a delightful concert, Santa Claus 
fOmincr find edine arid residents had to wait when wishing arrived and dvprv child received a wrarmed eift.
Chapel of Roses
to make a change of residence on the Island. Sunday school was nondenominational and the Easter
Life in the village was varied and interesting. At first and Christmas pageants presented, complete with a yout^ 
there was only one company boat making one trip daily, fyi gboir. vvere always inspirational. Hallovye’en vvas a 
leaving at 9 aiih. and returning at 6 p.m. The yillage^pre highlight with one night for the childrens’ fancy dress party
and post office was a personal enterprise and provided next night for adults.
famiUes with their groceries and mail.f-
Shopping for other commodities was done in Victoria, silent movie was shown in the Moore Club and cost a 
generally once a month by family adults. A taxi franchise ,^;ybole five cents admission!
met the boat at Saanichton wharf and drove passengers jbe kids made a lot of their own entertainment with 
into Victoria. This was then changed to a taxi seiVice gbiyaj-efes for the newlyweds, picking Easter lilies at
« * A 1 V _ QcKanir'Vltnn With fl nllR KIWWWWWtMBIIIWWWIIIMMlIMWIlWIIWilllMIIIIMIIIIIIIWillllinHlllinWn
' YOUR COMMUNriY . 








:i - membership Ice t 
ai)i)licable tow'ai d our
-fromSidney toV .
Y ' Perishables such as milk, meat, etc. were ordered in­
dividually from Sidney or Saanichton, brought over on the 
boat and delivered by truck from the village wharf to ; 




delivered in bulk from a horse driven cart. Wood, coat and Hanson won for the
dtlier large items were delivered frorri a two-horse cart. men, Ruth Trclawny for the
It can be recalled that during the earhest j^ars on James^^, ^^^^ and carried off the
Island the water in the homes was not fit for cooking or ^/linigan Trophy Aug. 21 at 
drinking. A water line with taps at mteryals was mstallcd ^be Glen Meadows. The 
on the bottom road of the village and f^stdcrits made dailythe low gross
...UU «oJlc ^ ^ ^
KELLY LEECH
Call me for tree propeity, evaluation: 






trips with pai s for water:
The Moore Club, built in 1917, was always the focal 
point in the village fdr bdih social and athletic events. The 
hall was utilized for dances, : parties, concerts, church ,
services, Sunday school, amateur theatre, card parties, : 
bridge alub,rayptirtg:cenlveTi^
the children^ a place to entertain Tisitprs and for bad- 
mirnon and the adjoining kitchen always in service.
place bf quicti WastWcil stdckcd. During )
winter months the bowling alleySjwerc lpTse^^^^^
night by competing teams, botiv male and female. Some :
sehidfs tobay will fccall ttiat setting pins for nye cents;^
game was their main sburce 17^ money!
Sports activities were paramount in the village and a ;
popular mode of
' tennis courts situated towards th8:yillagc.:Wharfi\verc^^i
constant use during daylight hours hyi-’hddren or adults. A 




300-990 Fort St. 
Victoria, ) -
•5 day sessions from 
•July 11th to 15th 
•July lBth to 22nd 




•8:C0 aim, to 12:00 rtodti 
•Dally Instruction oh 
riding & horso caro Before It arrives you will want to register for Central 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Your Calandar
■I avoid dlsappolntmont
1793 W; John Hd. 
BOARDING Y
I Ml * IAt.'#*':'#»4#kf.'vY'.>Y"::^: WEklY:656-3167:RiOlHQ.l|^S
will* UBIUIIS will *111 ivu III iiiu iiiair uiw nuyMy
Z9. HagislralloiL Slarls TUESDAy, Seplimlier 7,1903.
JOIN IN! 6ETFIT! GET HAPPY!
YU",'-
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GREAT PIME 
TO BUY . SELL 
TRAKORREUT
CLASSIFIED AD iNDE^^
All classified adsmust be submit­
ted to our office before noon on IVIon- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review reserves Ihe right lo classily ads under appropriate headings and lo set rales 
Ihereiore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves Ihe right lo revise, edit, classily or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services, and to repay the customer Ihe 
sum paid lor Ihe advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on ‘'Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not lo send originals ol documents lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by Ihe publisher within 30 days alter 
Ihe lirsi publication.
II is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review in Ihe event 
ol lailure to publish an advertisement or in the event ol an error appearing in Ihe advertise­
ment as published shall be limited lo Ihe amount paid by Ihe advertiser lor only one incorrect 
insertion lor Ihe portion ol Ihe advertising space occupied by Ihe incorrect or omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liabilily in any event greater than the amount paid lot such 
advertising.
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS ami SERVICES . . .
INTERESTED LOCAL GROUPS or
auxiliaries to operate Sanscha 
Food concession. Further info, 
available by calling hall mgr. 656- 
4523. Iwc35
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
PERSONS SEEKING employment
in farm work for casual, tem­
porary or permanent positions, 
should apply and register at 
Canada Farm Labour Pool, 755 
HillsideorPhone382-7201. 2c35
WILL BABYSIT one child at least 
one yr. old or more, my home five 
days a week. Permanent position. 
Roberts Bay area only. Call 656- 
6715 before 5 p.m. weekdays 
only. 2p35
HAVE PICKUP will haul, clean 
yards, basements, mow lawns. 
Call Brian 656-5764. 4p37
Obituaries ..,........
Cards of Thanks ......
Notices . . ..... ; vr. . .
Lost. . ....:........
Found ...:..... . . . . . . . . . .
Personals ........ . .
Business Personals ... 
Business Opportunities 
^ Help Wanted ........
Work Wanted :.. ,....
Miscellaneous For Sale 
Garage Sales ........
Wanted To Buy ... .




Boats & Marine .... ..
Motorcycles:. ..... V.
. Aircraft ......




.' Machinery:. . ,
Farm Machinery:
For Rent.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• Wanted to Rent : .
: Real Estate For Sale . '
? Mobile HorTies::'.
LADIES PRESCRIPTION 
GLASSES, Aug. 23 on Resthaven 
near the library. Finder please 
return. Phone656-2446. 2nc36
REQUIRED, young energetic, 
people interested in learning to 
become a gardener. Drivers 
license required. Phone 656- 
3317. Iwc35
AVAILABLE to clean house 
anytime, and experienced. 656- 
4816 between 5 to6:30 p.m.
2c3 5
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN. SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
RELIABLE CLEANING LADY 
available, Deep Cove area. Phone 
□2656-9312. 6c39
PIANO TEACHER, classical and 
traditional lessons available for al! 
ages. Will travel to your home. 
Qualified teacher. Reasonable 
rates. 721-0833. Ic35
MATURE EXPERIENCED
WAITER/WAITRESS required by 
the Family Restaurant (Sidney). 
Apply in person to Mrs. Evans 
Beacon and Second Ave. Ic35
CAPABLE LADY looking for house 
work, week days only. Reasonable 
rates, references available. 
Phone 656-2092. 3nc37
COI3W8AC AUTOWiOTlVE 





ONE PAIR OF child’s prescription 
glasses found under Sidney dock. 
656-6315. 2c36
'PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS IS PERMANENT 
HAIR REMOVAL. Support Icxal 
T.A.P.E.B.C. member. For in­
formation reprding member in 
your area write to: T.A.P.E.B.C., 
6472-130A Street, Surey, B.C. 
V3W7W8. , ipb35
DAYCARE SUPERVISOR required
Nov. 1/83. Two years min. exp., 
registered with PCCFLB. Apply to 
Box 1427, Port Hardy, B.C. VON 
2P0 by Sept. 15/83. Ipb35
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW 
CLEANING - reasonable rates. 
Phone 656-3317. 35t
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232. 
We offer information, support and 
referrals. 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. tfn
SALTSPRING ISLAND OFFERS
YOU AN ENJOYABLE HOLIDAY, 
DAY OR WEEK. FACILITIES 
INCLUDE: RESTAURANT,
LOUNGE, PUB. MINI-PACKAGES 
FROM J76.00 DOUBLE. HAR­
BOUR HOUSE HOTEL, GANGES, 
B.C.PHONE537-5571. 4pb38
SENIOR TRAVEL CONSULTANT
for Prince George, B.C. Must 
have good agency experience 
dealing with international travel. 
Excellent salary and benefits. 
Reply in confidence giving full 
details of background experience 
and references. T.F. Rose C.A., 
1450 Camelot Road, West 
Vancouver, B.C. V7S 2L8. 2pb37
Cail 658-55S1
For FREE ESTIMATES
§UPERIp.FL 2104 l^aiaview 
Sidney







COUNSELLING for families and 
individuals of all ages - serving 
the Peninsula. Community : 
Counselling Service, 9815 - 5th 
; St., Sidney. 656-1247 . : tf
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Ten
separate groups meet every week 
on the Saanich Peninsula. For 
helper info, call 383-0415. 18p40
EXPERT SUEDE AND LEATHER
CLEANING BY SUEDELIFE F23A 
COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM. MAIL 
YOUR GARMENTS TO LION’S 
GATE LEATHER CARE, 987 W 3 
RED STREET, NORTH VAN­
COUVER, B.C. V7 P 1E4. GAR­
MENTS RETURNED PROMPTLY 
VIAC.O.D. 4pb38
SUNSHINE SKI RESORT near
Banff isnow accepting ap­
plications for the 83/84 winter 
season. Positions available in­
clude: lift/gondola operators, 
chamber persons, cooks,: grill 
cooks, cafeteria servers, 
waiter/waitresses and bus 
persons for work from Nov. 1 to 
approximately June 1, 1984. 
Interested persons please cal! 
Sunshine Village Personnel Office 
1-403-762-3381, ext. 120. 
Preference will be given to ap­




I ?;« Published on Wednesday, ot every week ;.
CARIBOOTRESS;(.1969)’;UD‘;
^ 2367 Beacon Ave , Sidney, B.C ,V8L
ClASSSFIEB RATES
: First :inserlion,-20 words or less, 52.00 ’ 
{prepayment- ? raleonlyj;: Consecutive.
- . repeal insertions. St.00 per weekf Over.- 
.i iTEO^'wotds Xfirst week'j::each exlra:wcjrd:;: 
*14 cents; Consecutive repeat insertions-: 
over 20 words 10 cents per-each addi-;- 
tional word. '.Box numbers -St OO;; 
;ciassilied, display:'raleupon ■ ;requesl 
.'y' Charge classilieds are $.3:00 lor the lirsi 




$16 per year in; Canada tor The Review; 
;; $'l2’i)et year ior;.senior cili/ehs; '
-Wed.-Friday Night 
7-8 P.M.
*Tues. & Thursday 
9:30 - 10:30 A.M. 
Drop-In S2.00 
Monthly Pass 8 for $10 
Brentwood Bay 
Community Hali 
on Wallace , ^ 
off W: Saanich Rd; 
MODERATE to INTENSE 
PROGRAM
Ph. 652-9834for info
WE HA’VE ALL'TYPES'OF: FEN- 
1 CIN(a.:Residentiai;-7: Irtdustriai 
Farm. Pressure treated 
I posts & lumber. Supply or in­
stalled, ask about our 
specials. 6527.24.12 — 
652-1121. ' ■ 331
MODERN WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
requires experienced reporter. 
Steady, fulltime position. Working 
conditions, salary, benefits and 
advancement possibiliti^ ex­
cellent. Reply in writing with 
complete resume to Merrittr
THIS VERY LUCRATIVE business 
^'Situated ;:on North*;Vancouver 
■ i Island consists of 1.5 acreSyWith 
,300 ;ft. of highway frontage. Two 
' isiahd gasibar (three'products),*
S three bay mechanical, two bay car H^^^^ P.O. Box 9, Merritt, B.C.
T washr used: car sales; auto body; 2 pb3 6___________________________
and paint shop. Annual gross ADVERTISING SALES 
approximately 1.5 million. Will REPRESENTATIVE REQUIRED; 
sell as one businessdrqah be sold S bY: WEEKLY: NEWSPAPERVON
Industrial Grease Trap, 
Counter Top Stove, An­
tiques, Freezer, Vented 
Stove Hood with Ex­
tinguisher, Hot Water 
Heater. Microwave 
stand. Tables and 
Chairs, Misc. Cooking 
:Utensiis, : Plants; 
Wicker, Lamps, Large 
Stainless : Steel Pot 
Sink, Bar*
Lou
OPENING IN OCTOBER 
GOLDEN SHEAF BAKERY|1980) ud
2354 BEACON AVE.
FRESH, QUAUTY BAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
& loan Nsudecker WATCH FOR US
856-S434
Carmen or Peter ©FFiCEXLEAliE^S
T Bonded & Insured'
Windows-Floors-Carpets 
;Homes;& Offices, T 
Gutter .Cleaning ; ■
FREE
ESTIMATES 656-1353
seoarately. For more informatiori: ?3 sOtjjHERN BlCt COAST*TeXt 
iTphbne (604)956-3321 2pb35;;*pER|ENGE?AN^ASSETj APPLY; IN
^thriving iGARDENi SHOPiand I WRITING-TWItHTRESUME; TO
■ CLEAMIPIGT; 
SERVICE
SEARS *:^GENCY,T; QUEEN TONY RICHARDS, GULF 
CHARLOTTE CIXYTt^^tOOO net:TISLANDST DRIFTWOOD,: BOX 
profits (includes
. residence, shop, stock, trucks ? Ipb3 5___________________________
and prperties. $160,000.












' Cofiectioiis slioulcl bt made belhie Ihe 
. second insejtion Allowance can be made 
'lor,;onfi mcnirect ' insettlort. only, We.: 
( leserve the iighi to ..classily ads under , 
' apprbpriaie heatlings:
HaaBBa
PIANO Lessons register now. 
Skilled,; experienced teacher.: All 
ages and methods. Classical 
and/or popular. Excellent 





Save up to 30%
Phone: 4T9-6476 :
MEDIUM SIZE Accenting Practice
for sale in i the: interior of B.C. 
Write Box;224 , c/o The Tribune, 
188 N. Ist Ave., Williams Lake, 
B.C.V2 G1Y8. Ipb35
KATHY’S LINENS - Distribute :;
bathroom, kitchen, bed room and 
baby items through; Our Home ; 











Well , established Sports and 
Marina in the recreational capital 
of the Interior of B.C. Write Box 
226, Tribune, 188 N. Tst Ave., 
Williams Lake, B.C. V2G1Y8.
.1 pb3 5■ -*':■ •
SANDAK SHOES, ideal for 
b0a ti h g a nd ca m p i n g; G 0od 
selection of sizes and colors. Shoe 




•‘Expert Carpet &:Uphoistery Cleaning The Unique.Way ” 
? FR ESTIMATESBONDED & INSURED ;
6S«-3730 ^77-4»11
NOTICES
MEET NEW FRIENDS, singles and 
couples, learn to square dance 
every WEd. from Sept. 14 . Gall 
479-2958 or595-7534. 3-35
SIDNEY TWIRLERS AND DRUM
CORPS registration for twirlers, 
age 5 and up, and drummers and 
glochs, age 8 and up; at Sidney 
elementary school gym. Sept. 8 
and IS from 6-8 p.m. 3p37
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door, 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo U2- 
7 5 8 -7 3 7 5, Winlaw 112 -2 2 6 -7 3 4 3, 
Lillooot 112'256-7501V 
Whitehorse 112-667-7332. na-tfn
EXPERT PRUNING ■ TRIMMING 
arid general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after5 p.m. •'""■• •' ' :'tf-
PAULINE'S HANDICRAFTS for 
pottery, carvings, ceramics, 
jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted 
baby items, toys. 2424 Beacon. 
Vintage Bentley car for hire, 
(wedding, etc.) 656-3714 or 656- 
6693. 26p4
SAWS FILED, tools repaired &
sharpened. Light metal repair 
work. 15 years in Sidney."Len” 
Cusden, 2440 Malaview, Phone 
656-4068. 8p35
WOMEN'S 10 SPEED bicycle, 
baby seat included, $95. Phone 
656-9462. ; 4p35
Sidney? Dbn't know anybne? JheSilver Threads Centro offers anntver.^anes, ore.
warm
10030
Decorated to your own choice of 
design & color. Also available, 
individual portions of rich, fruif;
cake decoratively 
wrapped to suit your color 
scheme; Selection of false wed-





wooden boats. Gsulking, repairs, 
or new construction in Sidney 
area. Coll 656-5061. 5p35
DAY CARE in my home. Full time
only, More than 25 years ox- 
perience. Ph, 656-9998. 6c36
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B,C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995. Financing available, no 
down payment O.A.C. $59 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Phone 112-430-4040. tfn
BOB'S TIL.E HUT
; ; CORNER or BURNSIDE 4 DOUGLAS ; ;
Ceramic Tiles & Accessories 
Estimates & installations
DEEP COVE MAN with truck for
house, yard and garden, main­
tenance, carpentry, hauling away, 
window cleaning, ovestroughs 
and roofs cleaned. Septic fields. RCA XLlOt) 26
ROYAL OAK LIONS Drum and classes, activities and a 
Glockenspiel 'Marching*^ Drop in to .,.._ i„Fi,w,n,,a,
openings 11-15 years old for fall: Resthavonorcal|usat656-5637v* *^^
' programme. Beginners welcome. Viiodding ^cane , aecoratweji^y nqRTH ISLAND GAZETTE, Port
::t:t4^EN^lFERIiNDgAY:5ha: ‘° "”"'^5 M
; of Dance I is now accepting service for the peninsula. If you rS? ^—«»—-r-—-
- registration tor Highland Idanco ; need assistance dr if you wish to WILL DO all jobs x; renovations,clwsbs;:Ph, 666-289S; Associate ;SSr a few hour^ week to E
v &'member df British Asscxlatlon ;*heip^othors in your tommunity; ? .;,^ ^
:ot 40chefs :dt;;Idancing,;:-World:;; p|e^sd call 656-Ol34;Tor;turth0r;' /^ in;.my homo,^7;a.m.-6
*;?;REGi^Ati^r:'t^yor5;V;cubs,;; -«:fjS|tLE'i'TEpn4iS?(Pli^ '•-"' '■■';*::;:-'.'-'v-?-.'''Ar,a7'::-C0llSuo656-O5O3,;>-;--;v,'-;;:,;3na37. :; ask'tor Mike.':,:*:-':*:";','.:i:--;:-3ric35
BEDROOM SET with new queen 
size box spring and mattress, 
$450; sectional living room suite, 
$750; glass cotfee table, $240; 
dinette suite with 2 swivel chairs, 
$75; new oak dining room table 
with 4 chairs, antique art, $800;
' floor model T,V.
Beavers, cubs,
scoutsi venturbfs. One niglht only; 
Thursday, SepV. B j 1983 at ?!30 
p.m; Scout hal'i BeVan and:3fd, 
Sidneyi Parents only please. 2p36
I," at',
I Brentwood . ElementaryT School, 
Mondays;? :304:30:p,mi All ages 
wel come 1 Fu rt h er i nio. 6 5 2 -4 5 8 0;
'6S2-153'li:*:''-.'
fHEPlNiNSULXDjSpM'AMENT
patios, etc, 30 yrs. ol construction 
experience in all facits; Call 656-: 
4216aftor6 p.m. p3C
WiCEHib ANYTHiNO"' 6r6“76'53 :
CLASS’iCAl GUITAR"AND PfANO 
Lessons In the privacy of your oVrn : 





w/remote, 4 rno. old, $1,100; 
Peacock rattan chair, $100; 
barboctie'-with rollsseriol $40; V 
Brentwood round plant table with 
cane top. $30; Items:less than 1 
iyr. old. Any rbosonablo;offer will 





: Long-Time Sidnov builder
Renovate & Save!. FREE ES TIM ATES
:: ;;Xair65649l5 ,' 7 ^
: ,t\fbw,speciali/l'ng in ”
Finishing Carpentry, 
CaDinels arid Buiit-iin).: 




S'^?®or®3dor1rrf£ffiion'^^^ catch thorn, I smoke them for* m
yt...
ibrine, hot smoking.;: Sieve 656
. . . . . . . . . oi urnace.
___________ ____ _______ NEED HELP witFTthoTT^^ _____
pt0paredto workfrom 3p,m. to6 ' care of your home?^ Hardworking ‘ weLL 
p.m. daily.' Plus preparation of:: handymen will do carpentry - and Kon dolls, complete wardrobe 
supper for 3: Phono 666-1601 or (roriovations)r gardening,;; (including wedding gown and 
381-2233 ask lor Kelly Leech. ; retaining walls, , etc. Excellent / (uxoclo) or separate oulfils, Phono
2 p3 6::;;,;." ,'''roleronces:;;':avail0ble'-*;ff'om;;;;-;''652.i749,-:; ■,'"''4p38-
iHcT-i
:’'E tai'P c u T (A L: t'Wi'iCw/'rw'Ti' w'.*,'
': e(Lt. 10PO'T 1A L.(LOfjt,'! ROCTIftiJ
;, ■cARiwr-rs/fUKMiTveirv;?'
DtSISNtRiBUIlPH 
SIOMtV, B.C. ess. t TO*
I S’-^WIRE ATITJg 1,; '-ct-e a tin R
problenis in yewr lif^ Ovtmpaters^,,
Anonymous, NANNY. Salary > comparable with
dues, no weiigh-ins, Mootingj aio (.(>5(5, Benefits - 001801101




Classes Bogin Seplember 13
.'HSP, RiW’*.. F.yi liiji'l.n ywi If' ii'CRiitt iRcwnif
:!i(X ftiuint.lt! »!iP(i('iiii"!J'l,,'li;*WH'!iii!i!W, 
LlWHM'
'■•;Coiii»ei'c«»j( (lutiiifii Ui'uWi;;;;;:; 
lip*R l« »ll
:• ;k<i' (Kii'xiwr .liKiftttm.'M'liyitiitHf* r».:
;:::''giiin(i'"::,
• I'tiW W Wil tiR!* «iii|)|(iymiiil wilh 'iiii: 
;ie qtiiiiiif«_ gittagiiiiii.;;;
1(11 tlM.liHuHl E .11.1'
SURVIVORS 
ASSAULT Drop-In group moots 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m, at 
1046 Unden Ave. 383-5545,10-6 
p,m/' Monday to Friday for moro 
::':'Jnfo; "'.• <i!l:
Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like bar- 
borshoO style singing, Tool 
welcome to join our friendly group 
rgost Mondays, 7:45 p.m, at the 
Legion Hall on' Mills Road, Info 
666-5301 or 656-7 828. tfn
........... “WnTSI
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER serving
. Qucsnol and 'surroundinR area 
requires an assistant editor. 
Successful applicant will be 
responsible for dovolopmont of 
women's lifestyles section, editing 
special supplements, managerial 
duties and news reporting. One 
a nousoKeaper, y(,a)-'s experience necessary. 
The International own a voihcle, have, valid
«®r; driver's license and own a 
^*00 camera, Submit resume and work 
pers. wagon ; sa,Tipm
183 Edward Cariboo Ob.sorvor, 102-246 St.
Laurent Avenue, Quosnel, B.C. 
V2J2C9( : 1^^
BT^fEtaWE'WsFA'pER serving
Quesnel and surrounding area 
' experienced news
satisfied customers. $7 per hour. 
Call Steve at 656^4490 or Graham;:
';6b6-5864'.'*^*'T;'.:':_2__*’'* T'8c40 ■: :'•
MUABrE'YARb^S/o’^WA?!: 
TED; gardening, lawn cutting, 
etc, CairChrist Knudson, 656- '
'36B6,;'-'■
convenience of 
Write or call 
Specialists - Switzerland, 
many, France, U.K,,
Phillipino Housekee r . Parago  
Personnel Ltd., 




ding on guitar, Now home,.study Yeeks
3 INCH SUCTION PUMP and 
hose, two small engines 7‘/q. ,14 
h.p., 3 hydraulic pumps, B water 
pumps, metal walking horse 





, CITIZENS programmed mootings, 
'1st and 3rd Thurs, each month;
course, Fast, easy method 
guaranteed; For FREE In­
formation,; ViTlte:,/ Russell and 
Associates. StUfJloC0822.10060 
10?rid Ave Fort St John. B.C 




A4 Marlnt Court 
9843 Secend $i, 
Sidney,«.C.
drop-ins every Tuesday, 2-4 p.m., 




ySOttro MAN with 3/4 ton truck, 
hauling, cleanups, soil and grave, 
riwllverv Reasonable, hard 
worker, Phone Oord at 652-1050,
-''10044'
photographer.; One; year’s ex- :
, rxirienco; nccess,3ry. „Mu5t„ have"; 
Working khovriodgo of all dark, 
room cquipmoril, Vehicle and 
CfJtTiern oquipmenf (issentlal 
Submit resume and work sam­
ples; Editor, OuesncI Cariboo 
Observer, 102-246 St, Laurent 
Avertiio. Qyesnel, B.C. V2J 2C9.':, 
I pb3 5
SEASONAL COLOR ANALYSIS -
co-ordinate your clothing and 
cOsrrictic,' cok'iurs . 'with '.your
............................. natural facial tones,. Let yourself
,;''l.OST AUG. 1 Grey at by Sidney'"'giowt ColounPakS'available. Lois 
library.'650"3861';,'' "'Ic35 ‘T Allen652-1,432." '•' ' ' ' 4c38
wanted to cover your area in B,C. 
for Western Canada, Fire 
•' Protection:' ■ T-rainlng ■' and • ex-
rartise provided, Re,sumo to Box 78. c/o;Advance, P.Oi Box 3310, Langley. V3A 4 R6, \ pb35
7)110 Tfisdviow offer* 
FRKr'';CtA»SIFIBD 
ADS to thome Roroons 
who nro normally 
nmisloyoiii but Arn our- 
rnntly out of work. You 
may odvortiaio for a job 
.or to'r.„tho'"',8,al©'ol,,your 
own morohiindiett to 
annorato fund*. Tlioao 
hd« mu«l be plnbiid In 
fterenn at the Review 
offIddF No nde for thin 
olanelfloation vdll be 
eedented by iihone. 
Mmitt 3 ooneecuHwe 
Initrtlone
PADDLE FANS 
store. Wholesale and Retail, Froo 
catalogues; Ocean Pacific Fan 
Gallery Inc. 4600 East Hastings 
Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 112-290-0666. ' na-tf
• Affordable Custom Homes 1 




1- 24 VOLT 30 amp battery 
cha rgor $ 15 0 .Phone 477 -4892,
tfn / ;• : ':",•
SATELLlWSYSfE^BTlfD., 5330




Imperial, Burnaby, B.C: V5J1E6, 
Complete satellite packages from 
$ 1995,00 ,i FinnncingavailBble.no , 
down payment O.A.C, $59 per;
: month, Dealer inquiries welcome. ;4; 
Open 7 days a week tor your 
: convenience. Phone n2-430- 
:.,i4040,v. .••^'-:■•,.• .. . . . . .23tb-
’SYM'flTR^^aqwTuim",;
putTip, ; filter, fish Todd,
SMALL 
Includes ,
: gravel; artificial ' plants,: JhellB,
; etc. Like new, $Z5.„ Phone 656-, 
6806 ofter;!Sji.m, '''':::••• "2 nc35:
'.’ETPiSWMt): alJer,la'S'percorcn;:
' split, $75 ;Unsplit; Maple, '$95 
split, $80 uhsplit: Also lijgging 
truck loads, II) cord loads; $550, 
i All cords guaranteed. Phono 666f 












2387 Beacon 6S6-7333 
DBIFTWOOD CEHTBE
T:'
Wednesday, August 31, 1983 Tin: REVIEW Page B7
PENINSUU DIRECTORY PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFiSSIOS^S, GOODS ond SERVICES . . . of PROFESSIONS, GOODS csnd SERVICES . . .
MHPipffl 1
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. 
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling. 656-4213. 4387-tf
APPLIANCES BOUGHT, working 
or not, Sherwood Refrigeration. 
656-2797. 4c36
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
catalogues available. Norburn 
Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone299-0666. tf
WANTED: 5 or 10 gal. 
crock. 656-6375.
stone
lp35 [rnzL itT 21
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO..
firewood suppliers, serving 
Sidney, Brentv/ood and Saanich 
Peninsula from Saltspring Island. 
Full cords split and delivered. 
Alder, $80; Maple, $90; kindling 
wood available. Phone 385-2371, 
Cliff Brown. 14p38
REGISTERED purebred German 
Shorthaired Pointer Pups. 
Imported bloodline. Excellent 
hunters and family dogs. Parents 
can be seen. Phone 395-3766, 





Concrete Block Warehouse, 
I approx. 3500 sq. ft. plus
FOR SALE; Ditto machine, 
rototiller, battery charger, 24 
amp 30 volt, adjustable roof 
racks, pruning sheers, new, hand 
tools, (2 wooden levels etc.), 
plastic pails, new fishing lures 
etc.i hairdryers and curling irons. 
477-4892. 2nc36
MUSHROOM MANURE, weed 
free. Excellent soiL conditioner 
and mulch. Available in bulk or 
bags. U-haul $14/yard. Delivery 
extra. Quantity discounts. 652- 
2543. 14p39
50x120 black top lot. Zoned 
commercial. From Sept. 1 — 







Electrical Wiring, Rewiring & Line Work. 
Have your power lines surveyed.
Free Estimates Phone 383-1641
REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
^ Fully Insured > Residential/Commercial 












“No Job Too Small" 656-5604
SADLER’S Interior — Exterior
Painting & Paper Hanging
Decorating Ltd.
656-4487 656-5646
GIRLS ROADRUNNER bicycle, 1 
year old, red, $70 obo. 656-6529. 
2p36
325 LTR. AKVASTABIL tank and 
cabinet, $600; 250 Itr. Akvastabil 
tank and cabinet, $500. All equip, 
and ornaments you need with 
both. 656-4695. Ip35
IF YOU ENJOY YEAR-ROUND 
GARDENING in an aluminum and 
glass greenhouse, write for free 
brochure to; B.C. Greenhouse 
builders, 7425 Hedley Avenue, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5E2R1. Ipb35
FOR SALE, open fireplace 
(Acorn), screen and wooden tray, 
$50; Phone 656-1045. 2p36
3/16 MIRROR, 6'x7’ installed, 
$225; other sizes on request. 
Other glass at large discount 




3 Room groups. Bachelor 




Om LISTINGS ARE SELLING 
BECAUSE WE PROVIDE
»W1DE MARKET EXPOSURE 
•MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE 
•PERSONAL ATTENTION BY A 
SAANICH PENINSULA 
SPECIALIST-.














Thorne • Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST.. SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6 ’






Spraying Wall Papering Renovations 
25 Years Experience— Free Estimates
7.5 H.P. MERCURY, long shaft, 
electric starter, gas tank. Used 
less than TO hours. $925. 656- 
6104. 2p35
DUPLEX - SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $575 per mo. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 23t
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE for 
sale, couch, chair, fridge, stove, 3 
single beds, dressers. Many other 
items. 656-7592. - lc35
SOUTH SEAS 30 sailboat mold, 
$3,000. Dickinson Pacific diesel 
stove, $650. 112-263-1388
Vancouver. 5p38
ROOM a BOARD $325 per mo. 
$90 per week, or $15 per day. 
Use of laundry facilities. Ph. 656- 
2732. 4p35
656-2405WES JONES &SONS





FREE ESTIB3ATES : .:::-::::;6SS-4^^
ONE QUEEN and one double 
peacock blue/green bedspread 
and curtains, custom made, $175 
and $150 . Also receiver AM radio, 
good condition, $85; custom 
made satin gold colour drapes, 
$100; muskrat coat, 3/4 length, 
good condition, $400; iadies’ walk 
and dress leather sht^s, sizeTO; 
4 pillows, red and blue/greeh 
crushed velvet, 2 of each; double 
bed mattress, 4 weeks old, $8 5; 
double : glazed - double picture 
window, 4 'xllBest offer to be 
put in wood frame. 658-5975 .
Ic3 5
15’ BRANDLYMEYER with 55 
h.p. Johnson and Holsclaw 
trailer, c/w electric winch, canvas 
top, anchor, Instruments, jackets 
etc. A-1 cond. $3,950. Phone 656- 
7759. . : : 2p35
1 BDRM. BSMT. SUITE. Very 
quite, close to beach and bus. 
Utilities included. $395 per mo. 
656-7617. 3p38
ROOM TO RENT in larger three 
bdrm. house. Phone656-3328.
"2c3,5^'-^:
12’ FIBERGLASS BOAT, motor 
andtrailer; $700.652-0740: 
-3p3 7" -
BRENTWOOD 3 bdrm. furnished 
house. Mid Sept, to April, 1984. 
$700 per mo. 652-2946. 3p36
diorhan
SAILBOAT - Davidson 12, main 
and jib, newly painted, good 
condition, seldom used, $500. 
652-4038. ^
, RESPONSIBLE 27-year-old male 
wishes to share 2 bdrm. Fully 
furnished house in Saanichton 
with same. Phone 652-9893 after 
;. T p.m. ^ 2c35 :
SCUBA SUIT, $250; tankj $ 100; 
V regiilator, $ 80; weight belC $30; 
depth guage,
:./479T|155V:-S>^L"f-v:':T:;T:-:y">2c36
7.5 MERCURY OUTBOARD for 
parts, SR.# 252419. Broken drive 
shaft, other syrtems ok:: $ 100- 
:OMQ gas tank for double hose fuel
1 BDRM. BASMT. suite, heat,T 
hydro and laundry included.; 
Prefer older person.; Available 
how: $325 per mo. Phone after 6 
t p.m.656-6956. : \ 2035:;;
60BD JIMTMN SEPTIC
; Excavating Ltd. FIELDS
. Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe V/ork. '
556 Downey Road
R R.r, Sidney, B.C.
Est. 1912
t,  ; ^system as new, $45.656-1505.






FURNISHED GROUND FLOOR, 1 
bdrm., waterfront : apartment, 
:'$ 400: plushyd ro: ; Refererices.: 
::656-3146. . Ip35
SKYLlTES.^3:Largest . selection, located at Vah Hsle MarinaL Call? T BEAUTIFULWATERFRONThome 
lowest prices. Walker Door. 656-6313 or 656-6257 after 6 available on Saturna
Vancouver 112-266T10r,;iNorth p.m. 2c36 low rent and few hours a week
:::f.Vanc6uver|Tl2-985-9714;L^ gardening, etc. Middle age or
t:::mondcT 12-273-6829;.^ Kamloops J older pensioners: ohly:;Ti2r539-::










: :: •backhoe.service : :
; •plowing, cultivating ‘ :
: rotovaling : : y
:: “blade work : . : ' :;




“Big or Small 
We Do Them All"
Servic® Residential 
•—Commercial





ST. MICHAEL’S UNIFORM. Age 6
ito 10:652-9383.; lc35
UPHOLSTERED OCCASIONAL
CHAIR, double peddistal desk: 
teak, stereo cabinet, 24"x32" 
boat or trailer window, BMX bike, 
excellent condition. 656-2283. 
Tc35■
SIDNEY: -: three bedroom:Tamily::: 
room, 1 Vz bath, appi iances ; 
... .. « , available. -Rent ’ negotiable :;
original miles. Comes with back ^^round, $675;656-1781;;: ::2c36 i;
1973:CB 350E HONDA; 21,000
rack and 2 helmets. Apply at9724 
:4thSt.,Sidney. :
21
CRAFTSMAN drill stan with Va"
heavy duty drill, $75; Black and 
Decker heavy duty construction 
circular saw, $25; Sunbeam 




SUNNY 3 bdrm., 2 bathrm; house :
. - unfurnishedi carpeted2 car 
' garage. Close to school. Oct. 1. 
$650 per month, No pets. 656- 
4538. - V :2c36 :
ILLNESS FORCES SALE
Two bedroom unit in adult 
• orientated : condominium 
■complex close to,downtown 
Sidney. Unit features east, 
west and south exposures 
and seaviews. many 
amenities including-r sauna 
and swirlpool, workshop,
’ games .room: garden plot and, 
: extra parking, ::: •: c: .::: ;:;
Paul Hyatt : 656-3150
LEWIS SEViGNY 
2320 AMHERST AVE. EXTEHDAHOE 
4 in 1
BACKHOE SEWER STORM DFJAINS 
LOADING WATERLINES
SIDNEY ROTQVATING & 
TRACTOR SERVICE
Prompt, Courteous Service
mg. Leveling:; Fench PosI Digging & Punching
6564748
I Sfanedti ^hsmhsir Now Construction and Repairs ::ucensea specializing in Hot water Heating
::ib41 QM: Bay Rs!’v:Siid!iey;:Fhen8; '656-t^O:
Arbutus Realty Inc.




TOO MUCH FABRIC. No time to
sew, suit, dress, blouse lengths. 
$2 and $3 peryard. 658-5470. 
Ip3 5
1969 FORD ECONOLINE - 200 
campbrized - window van. Rebuilt 
302 engine and new transmission 
with cooler. Asking $3,500. 656- 
4092. 2p35
RENT A LUXURIOUS 
HOUSEBOAT. Special off-season : 
rates. Three, four or seven day 
rentals. Shuswap Lakes; 
Sicamous,' B.C. (604)836-2202. 
HOUSEBOAT HOLIDAYS IN­
TERNATIONAL. :ipb35
MAIL ORDER craft .supplies
catalogue • $2,00 refundable. 
Cake decorating, calligraphy, 
china painting, chocolate making, 
all needle arts, paper tole, 
quilting, stained glass, tole 
painting, general crafts. 
Homestead, Box 336, Midnapore, 
Alberta TOLIJO, lpb35
SIDNEY DUPLEX, 3 bdrrn., stove, 
fridge, fireplace, fenced yard; no 
pets, references. $550 per mb, 
656-4066 or 656-4003, : 35t
•80 PONTIAC ACADIAN 2 dr., 
standard, 28,000 miles. $3,900. 
Agoodbuy.652-1296. I2g39
MINI QUARTZ CLOCK
MOVEMENTS, 1 -4, $6.95; 5 -24 
$5.50; 25-99 $5; 100 plus $4.40, 
free hands. Free catalogue, Marco 
Sales, 4591 Colchester Drive, 
Richmond, B.C, V7C 4S6. Phone 
277-6959. Ipb35::
ATTENTION CAR BUFFS. Classic
1964 Thunderbird in show room 
condition with 4-way power seat, 
tilo-away wheel, factury air, cigar 
vent and power windows, Asking 
$6,995. Phone 652-0708 after 6 
p.m. or 656-1151 ask for Marilyn, 
:''6 na39 ’r::.;::.:,::’;;::;;,,
ONE BEDROOM suite, nicely
furnished with fireplace, central 
to Ocean Sciences, Airport, and 
FF.rries,:$350 utilities included, 
656-4337. : T : V: 2c36
LARGE ONE BDRM, suite with




PROCESSING AT ITS BEST: THE 
BEST' EQUIPMENT, THE BEST 
TRAINING, THE BEST PRICE. 
BOWMONT ELECTRONICS, 506 
COLUMBIA,: KAMLOOPS, B.C, 
PHONE374-4451, ^ ^Ipb^^^
SIDNEY • exceptionally clean 2 
year old 3 bdrm house,; fireplace, 
fridge, stove and drapes. Full
_____ _____  __ _ _ _ _ _ unfinished bsrnt . carport, close
19'79”'CAblLAC''Sedan' DoVilfeT to elementary school. Sorry, no 
complete :with the elegance:; pets. References nPduirod, , 
package. ln very good conaition. : Available! Oct. 1;.$7?,5 per mo, 




Three bedroom home irv quiet ' 
afea;’:of..:Sidney: w
walking distance ::vot: 
downtown. Fireplace up and 
down, iully fenced . yard; 
darkroom,
. : :'$76,900 : L’l
Paul Hyatt 656-3150





Js^O^VUTFiSH TANK, , 1uIly 
equipped :: with
equipment,' $400 new: Asking 
$300. Other tanks and equipment 
alsoPhono656-6189; .lp35
1968 CUTI^SS, 2 door licensed, 
running, needs some work • plus 
'69 Gutless wreck for parts, 





NEW PASTOR OF THE SIDNEY : 
ALLIANCE CHURCH requires by 
.■»KA the; end; of Aug. House sitting;;;
accommodation, must have at 
4.hC37::; leastthroe bedrooms; : 
PIcasephone Dick Keopence at ■ 
TDI tPI/0 H 656-9376 or Jbl'in Fiigate at 652-I nUlrfSO, I 4293£..v.^:-“.__^35.:..
GIANT OARAGE SALE, Sat,, Sept. 
3 at 9 a.m. Mt, Newton Masonic 
Tompio, corner East Srtanich Rd. 
and Newman Rd. lj>35
NlC’AfiiD
67 CHEV 1/2 ton excellent 
running condition: $ 1895 : — 
0,B,0,73 Ford 3/4 ton excellent 
running condition $2850 0,D,0, 




A most atiractive home,with a 
rustic charm ol its own, 
siluatBd on nearly, Oireri 
quartets ot an acre ot proper' 
1y,in the Ardmore area,;Largq 
jiving roonT ::;:wilh::'rock; 
tirepince and hatdv;qod 
J!oors,,J Adjoining : dining: 
■room.: kitchen, two,bedrooms' 
on the: main lover plus mn;:
. Jipstairs: room:, Aliachcd'car^:; 
iporli with ,L\yorkshop:;:and:; 
:'s Ip ra go: V Tpqn't '' Plea sa nr 
:’’ga!i:o,on:, uniting mv: a': semi* ; 
':wl)odod:;:Tprope:r:iv : 
; e ve rg red ns:; a nd, • dogwood:: 
:: trees ,c(jmplete:thiRci'iarrrilng: 
; proper!y::J„ocatett: noaf:;,lwo: 
yolt course's,
NOW I isirn AT
J'.'is ft?:,
EricCrahnm 650-4489 









^ ^ Sidney. B.C.
Steel Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m.
.Culverts,::'-:''';':’:SaL:7-,3,^,p,m.;':
Blue star Sheet





' Eaves & Chimney
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing
H
SABS For all your Roofing Needs. 
Shakes, Shingles, Tar 
& Gravel & Repairs“THE” ROOFER
^ «r Eveginss 658-8130
■ 'iGRANTS:: 
SMALL MOTORS
10134 McDonald Park Road
Rcpair.s to Lawnmowers, 
Chainsaw.s, Motorcycles, etc, 
Husqvarna Pioneer 656-7714 Ol’l-N MO,■si. ’ ■ • TO SAT
SIDNEYGLASS
Marine, Auto <!t Safely Glass 




10114 McDonald PaHt tld
'
rrSEPWWG.,THE, PENINSULA
: QUALIFIED S:fAFF --- FREE,ESriMATES;;;
’ ’ ,‘*to|ii>,iii|| «oll (tilimf) lioiiDtioiii, Iicbs "
■ •KflliT.livd III) Cl««nn!i
'f iiiirTH'iiv:‘btn«inoiiiiii< iinrt '•l|(i'i(()oii
CERUFIED SPRAYERS •BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
FULLY INSURED;REAS0NABLE;HA:(ES :
in roD IMWI
1981 FORD PtCK-UP, 6 cylinder 
. . 4-speed, 2,6,200 miles, c^assette,
collectable, One day only. Sal., aM-FM. aluminium canopy, two 
Sept, 3, from 10 a.m. fo4 p.m. at tirej;. Moved to Arctic,
7725 AzuronePInce.Saanicnton;, j5 900 0(30^479.4155, , 2c36
'l97i'T^NW5Rl1TlW924,,’l97
TOOLS, hshin«|7ear,;^0ssej», 29rton Peerless Page logtrailerSI
workshop and household oaas scales, Nahanni 1416 yd. gr-svel 
and odds, SM,, Sun. and pok. H*plato:for dlstr^^
Sept. 3 lo5.9a.m. tci4 .m,2z33 FUe ua, Interior News,
Amelia Ave,, Sidney. :::':-:i_lc36 j:5rnithorb;:B^ pMS’ ;;
S4S PUNER capacity to 4’'xl2'’
' m .11,,*> A n
Etinbllshod 1925
Dutch. Batvdscaping
— Leo Loddors —
Rocdtnmondalions
All Phases of Gardening — Reasonable Prices, •
FREE:ESTIMATES:,:;’,::,:6S6-9391',afc^^^
Homo arid Commercial 
: alr«o$l all makes
,479.0823 '












f>52*3Q89 Nyteffii irHmiljrili Ptowrfrw* complete SERVICE
.!nioi:iw,:king'Sidhtrs:1m, fiat
':iv!airhonaht;o,'
:: *Ptsining ft, *':p,i:avinq'"', 
■' •|•t'tU M\n ' F(!ivlunL\V(,uk
656*5811
,'V/AUTCD.': LcuM' Md:" pyrcHasn,: ::2()*'''cut off' cavy, 24’'tilt ,arbi;var'
iolder home (n need Of repairs on teblosaw,; 12" surface cleaner, 
lariior property. Anywhere north ’large; dove-lail pngsaw, large 
otKlkLBk0.656'?49l. ^cJJS tongue and groove planer,;chip 
” OQ3"'POSf CARDS'WaNtID, ,Pre:, andsawdust,: blower, AIL,,, equp-v 
1950 used or unused, Top prices mont thrtw Iwse coruplele with 
N.a,:SNip/oDr,p«t»rN,lprmy^
SHOREACRES COVE WATER* 
; FRONT, Throe superb lots;wltti 
, , prolocTlvts,: tuvunanl,, ,uiv 
derground servlcos.; For info, see 
owner, 25IC Shoreacres Rd., 
Sidney. 656'1836,
cash offer or write Nell Hayne






on West Saanich Hoad,
$287,000 :479*2710
rOR SALE RY OWNER*. Qualify
ilet:cul’ ’built 3 bdrm,: home on quiet 
do-sac: Easy financing on largo, 
.'jcsumablc;,' moftgnp.:,; Dbubio ’
Tnrgi!>i’'’ref; room in ■ full' 
,:bsmtl:;; Hardwood-’ Tloors,’.’ cove,;,: 
'coilinp, ’- vacuum ' systftm,’-:656>; 
3462;fordetaiifi;-’''«p3?-'"
ARCHITECTURE LAWDSCAPINCi UD.
,. wr>uiiAuu.i.B,LuiiW:UH,vr&HnMAUUiiir' „J:,; ,,,,
; Wo will supply Tdf%^ 6777
or by t^ Hour, ;: Qldlllld Hd. -: CornpleieLandecoplns Spryice and
Call 662.9^ r (^ring^bSiiass hoursi lndu»W«L
Mon.-Sat.. -"FREE'estiMArES:
Advertise in the 
Peniitsula Directory
for full details 
PHONE 6564151 ’.ft::
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$27,500 plus sea view over 
looking Saanichton Bay to James 
Island and beyond. Two bdrm 
mobile home. Good codition in the 
Tsawout Mobile Park. Immediate 
possession; Phone 383-2151 ask 
for Cliff Halayko. 2c36





QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
OUR roOO DOURR HERE
j SIDNEY LOTS
$37,900 to $50,000
North Saanich 1/2 acre lots 





Super family home in good 
centrai location. Three or 
four bedrooms. Realistic 
price of $77,000 includes 








Over 10,000 sq. ft. Lot on Pic­
turesque/ Reay Creek and 





Vah Isle Marina Ltd. hereby 
give notice that Spar Con­
sultants have under Section 
8 of the said Act, deposited 
with the Minister of 
Transport, at Ottawa, and in 
the office of the District 
Registrar of the Land 
Registry District oi Victoria at 
Courtney Street, Victoria, 
B.C., a description of the site 
plans of existing and propos­
ed floats, breakwater and pil­
ing proposed to be under­
taken in Tsehurn harbour at 
Sidney, B.C. in front of Lot 
148, Lot 424, Lot 514 and 
Lot 446, Cowichan District.
And take notice that after 
the expiration of one month 
from the date of the publica­
tion of this notice Van Isle 
Marina Ltd. will under Sec­
tion 8 of the said Act apply to 
the Minister of Transport, for 
approval of the said site and 
plans.':
Written comments should 
be sirected to; Director, Aids 
& Waterways Branch, Cana­
dian Coast Guard,. Depart- 









T acre on Willow Road. High, 
rocky,; treed, secluded, some 
view. Drilled well.
Asking $55,000
■ Dated at Victoria, B.C. this 




Idea 1; 2 bed,, d bathi retire­
ment; tovvnhduse’/clo^ in.:: : 
Asking $55,000
“OLD DUTCK’’ Farmhouse 
J On 4 level and cleared acres;'4 
I bed., 2 bath, large livingroom 
1 with fireplace and country kit­





1 BDRM. house on corner lot. 
2371 Orchards AveSi S45,000. 
; Phone656-3492. 8c40
‘ WATER VIEWS. Super; location.
Quality custom; built 2 : level 3 
T Mrm., 3: bathrobrri home, within 
, walking distance of Sidney. 
Professionally finished basement 
includes 34 ft; beamed rec room. 
Oak ; cabinets, dishwasher in 
kitchen, economical heating.
/ Many extras: Close to beach 
access; $ 139,500.656-2261.




NQTiCE is hereby given that an 
/application will be made tojhe 
Director of Vital Statistics,for a 
change of name, pursuant to 
the provisions of the “Name 
Act” by me; Marke Jan Vrem 
of 1049 Richmond Ave., in 
Victoria, B.C. as follows;
To change my name from 
Marke Jan Vrem to Mark Jan 
Vrerh.
To change my wife’s name 
from Bonnie Jean Vrem to Bon­
nie Jean Burnet JanWrem.
To change my minor unmar­
ried children's names /frorn 
Daniel Jonathan Burnet-Vrem 
to Daniel Jonathan Burnet Jan 
Vrem and from Arhy Sarah 
Burnet: Vrem to Amy Sarah I 
Burnet Jan Vrem. ::





Lovely ? .Bftdr, : enrt unli; iownhpuso, 
prMle: peilii, livinof,; pleo, Fpsop,
, flinjnijr,;; Uifle, siqrage looni, ^ loii( ep;
' plinficet (:ntiuded,:cioso Ip iius/.liormy,: 
Khpps. eip For mwe inip fitll Funldv Of ^ 




JlleOf. iiosiepffi'''-'v’ ^ oomwiih ”
F|j; Sfil^F';
;iv/0't> Cl ::\j / s3,ooo:: ofapL,
..... 'll w . >.ato (01, rotooOT/inip;(ivflilst'ii
all F(«(loy'Slaikei6!iJ;fl(iO?i.Joo,8i.iiKe.; 
38F<18IH/Of / , / ■;/
EXCLUSIVE 
$68,900
,1w):bortimvtanoii«! on lisilic (m«‘'fiii(i/: 
iiaealiliitdf^f'iiilliowdirii 
Willi eslipfl'iiyinpfm' w'lfh ip'; nicii'' 
':{)ArdM:jn: iMliy (epiiW LKkyiiid ''Cat PdH: 
ana worFshofi,' waikiofl aniiant.i* io i>us/' 
slippiV ole', Lot nioie into,, pirase ai(; 




: (ipiiio;is’o«tipt:ih(in:,no*i Uviiiaiifi 
: biitk; (iiT Iwiinitid pt-iiioav, new W(oh«rL::; 
Miiitoa iireii/wfiji ip'WfiilTtiiii wi, ajjaaL: 
:'aii(i:^diLsiiiip ,:tfi!iy(i''i 'pL/iitL: 
;'(lardoo oioL Kipse to hfiiff.ii. iiui, wtopp- 
'/irig;,: elF;/ Hiitry' toL'itiin ciii(?::::T;rdSf)y' 
tiMiire ((83-B60F,; iKhi Sl.ok«.38l/11i?8,, 
:'dr W'6-074F -
SIDNEY $83,900 
IN LAW SUITE :
Till* Mowy itoii'i) aMiha puffiuout ihii 
OPlion, lo r«nl: out mo ?*t'«dm(im aone 
end help p.iymows. Thy wairi hoiiw hts- 
;3/twdrdomii/ laffle.T'vmaroom:": opd' 
w«ieffi l(i|th«d':Buii( !f)Ttil'8 ih on moo' 
«l of»d fioniM La'iydlwn tiM-1 w>o o-
MILLION $ OCEAN VIEW 
ONLY $04,000
^ lUiaviiiul .('Oipci/; ipi '.'Pio
'.'aiinoii ? Md'^' V y) f.h The 
' C\ iV** Ipfoam. Fpi: 
more 'llv,iil SI«iF« 




' nk aiiifdfofim KpiiLiitv'w hoi’ie in »io.i at *
(jiKtd ; t)oiTW IP , ft'imiwil'd
I liiMtt in r-mtj'
M'w Uoy. W'Wi'i O’'
■"'“'-SUPER'HAHOYMAH^f/::/''/'
' .«''.'i''d'''/'’iiie ft-'y '
LSI h'liiijpiioi'ftei.'oi: (Ti'iy ieiyirtd/jop 
. MyiM',. IWl/ltiTtt: pi
PM nro?//s:;
.tap iifp |iiaiis»i»M I'WMfi'Od ii» the^wwif: 
pr K*: tpfliiti *» iihip Wk idf) ,«>« m« To 
hii»eoe. Av» /' or' Piuporl' artl ■




/T,iO'vn(Wyf:«iii.,; fl iL kM'oiva' ' 
(IIMI IIBdlliy .'Wyf finiK/.OI, 
.14i(‘i8 80 i»i ia«t yw ii'iifi ;i li'eT'iP/'fiii'’
Ifl Wtill Ifiiil Itpif 'Nipdfi'ltU. Hl'Wi '/








































Pidl^Ili 1 ^SHORTCAKE. 600g
KRAFT PROCESS SINGLESS
*1.79
*2.69WELCH'S WHITEGRAFEJUICEfo. *1.89 CHEESE SLICESs..!KRAFT
COLONIAL
tCIDWAFERSas.. . *1.29 MAC & CHEESE DINNER225g ....... . .. ............ . . . . . . . 2/93'
C.G.E. ECONO-LITE
LIGHT iyLBS;“..... 69' GOLDEN GROVEAPPiuEJIilCE concentrate 1 litre... 79'
SEA HAUL
CHABiEATf«.....:.. ... *1.89 PARKAY^SE8MKI^El.36kg(31b.) ...... *1.89
HOHEYOEW DRINKS
ORANGE & GRAPE Concentrate 341 mL. ..... .. 99' MISS MEWCAT FODOffo.................. 3/79'
YORK CONCENTRATE
APFLEiyiCE..™;.:.,....... 99' illKHVDDGFDDBf..*....... ....:....... . . . . . 2/99'
KELLOGGS
EGG0WAFFLESSS^3.a...:.99 CAMPBELLVEGETABLE S0UFaM.L 2/79'
MRS. SMITH
Pii:® apples
r i APPLE CRUMB ?00g ............... *1.69 HEINZ: KETCHyPrso.;,,. . *2.09
McCAIN BEEFEATERS






PRIDE OF CANADA FULLY COOKED
WIENERS DINNER
99*,- $7139 $199
























i (u '-•» .i-'i' L ,i I'vHi vixi-f;'. i Y.’-'L**:, y i4 ip, If..i' '• I ■Lr'M'; >-y r r I* ■ f»< ■ Rf''I ■'‘F ■pvLiV^i'i
CORNER or
:WkLACE'DRIVE,AND WE$T:sM
Vt , I',’: 7, ■ ' I'- » '( i:: ■*.'
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Highland Dancing 
'Singer;




10 aVni:-! jj.m. — Pumpkin Display




1 p:m.-2 p.m, -
2 p.m.-5 p.m. -
5 ^-m.-6 p.m. —
6 p. m .'9 prm. —^
Singer
Pumpkin Parade & Weigh-in
Old Time FiddlinglContest - Junior and Senior
Open - Sponsored by G. J - V. I. and G oodwill
Bottling
McQuillan Bros.
Wavne Peters - Down Home Band
Monday, September 5th, 1983
12 noon-i 2:30 p. ra.
1 p.m--2 p.m. —
2 p.ni.-6 p^m. — 
6:30 D;ni.— v
p^m;-—
Havayreen Gypsy Dancers 
McQuillan Bros.
Talent Show - sponsored by C.F.A.X. Radio ;
Saanich Fair Draw for
1st - Angus 1,000 lb. Steer
2rid - 7 cu. ft. Deep Freeze (S300 value)
3rd - Garden Furniture (§250 value)
S50 00 Extra for first prize winner if present on the 
; grounds when tlie draw is made. ^
Auction of Farm Produce
horSe-ring events
Saturday, September 3rd, 1983
— Appaloosa, Quarter Horses,
and Morgans.. ;
Followed by Western Show
I I a.m.-12 noon — Halter Glasses - Agricutural Horses
12 Noon —• Western Show Continues
2:30-3:30 p.m.— Driving Glasses - Agricultural Horses and
Donkeys.
3:30 p.m. —- Western Show Gontinues.
Sunday,. September 4th, 1983 ^ ;
g a m. — Haller Glasses - Thoroughbreds, Half
Thoroughbreds and Ponies. Followed by Per­
formance Show.
I I a.m.-12 noon — Agricultural Horse and Donkey Demonstration 
12 noon — Gontinuation of Performance Horse Show
2'3Q-3:30 p.m Donkey Driving Show 
;:3:3(3;p;ni;W
Monday, September 5th, 1983
g a.m. — Hunter Jumper Glasses
3:30 p.m..— Agricultural : ^
Horses and Donkey Driving Display
EXTRA EVENTS
Poultry Building — Rooster Growing Gontest, Egg Laying Gontest.
Monday, September 5th, 1983
r30 p.m. — Annual Farm Games- Beef Ring
3:30 p.m.— Parade of Ghampions — Beef Ring
^EDGING SeHEDUEE;
* SAND
Frida^^ September 2nd, 1983
\Vinc
■;Ne«ileArisaT:a Crafts - :
^Plibiography.
, Preserved Fbodsr 7 ■- 
• E&^S ■: ^
Saturday, September 3rd, 1983 ^ f
Fruit, Flowerj;, Vegetables 
Household Arts, Junior S^tioh 
Cereals, Forage and Field Roots
An ^
Cage Birds
f4-H Judging win take place throughout the day,
All 4-H judging times to be posted
Highland Events
Swine
Be^f Gattlfe -—Angus, Shorthorn, 
g Simmehtai and Commercial Steer fv
Siinday^ September 4th,7l983
B^f CaUle — Herfordsand Cnarlpais 
Dain* Cattle: Jerseys
.Ayrshires
Monday, September 5th, 1983
Dairy' Cattle: Holstcins
'XlSTFN'FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS 


























Television — Video 
i: Satellite Dishes
Inside the home — Butler Brothers 
can supply a broad range of quality 
appliances.
SALES & SHOWROOMS
1724 Douglas St, Victoria 383-6911 
2046 Keating X Rd., Central Saanich 652-1121













WE CAH SUPPLY 
MATERIALS & INSTALL
^BuHer
2048 Keating X Hoad
6524121
Commercial & Residential
• Chain Link 
Decks & Related ideas 
Wood Privacy Fences
: • Permanent & Portable Dog 
Runs
• Pressure Treated Wood for 
Planters Boxes, Landscaping 
Logs and Retaining Walls





III Your byliding Needs 
HIGH! HERE 
ON THE PENINSULA
CIL & DtCKER-MARTENS PAINTS 
LUMBER - PLYWOOD — DRYWALL 
MOULDINGS
SUSPENDED CEILINGS SYSTEMS
DRAIN & CULVERT TILE
FLOOR COVERINGS - CERAMIC TILE
BUILDERS HARDWARE
GARDEN TOOLS, FERTILIZERS, PESTICIDES
HAND & POWER TOOLS
ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING SUPPLIES
2046 KoatingX Road .-:*X ' 652-3
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Three days of fun jn-^ 
elude many things^for. 
dll ages to enjoy at ihis^ 
popular annual show. 
Donkey rides have air: 
ways been part affair.: 
A bove^ ipet puss gets 
ride with owner. -:
Big cw,,d gathers for Old Time Fiddler's Contest, sponsored by CJVI radio slaliort and Canada Dry. High standards make this a 







“IF YOU WANT IT DOm RIGHT"
Gash prizes for fiddlers
There is a new wrinkle this 
year to the CJVI-Canada Dry 
Old Time Fiddling Contest, 
which provides the en­
tertainment on the stage 
Sunday afternoon.
For the first time in the five 
years the contest has been held 
it is divided in two sections, 
with two sets of prizes.
Seniors, 18 and over, will 
compete for prizes of $250, 
$150, $100 and $75, with a 
trophy to go with each prize. 
Juniors, 17 and under, v/ill 
compete for prizes of $75, $50 
and $25, and rosettes.
The contest has always been 
very popular with the 
audience and there is a high 
standard of competition. 
Entry has ranged from 10 to 
20, with 15 last year, and there
has been no consistent winner. 
Youngest contestant has been 
10 years old. Vince Searle, 
who does well every year, is 
over 70.
Registration is open at CJVI 
before the fair, and at the 
bandstand until 12:30 p.m. on 
Sunday, half an hour before 
the fiddling starts. It costs $5
to enter.
The contest is conducted 
under rules drawn up by the 
B.C. Fiddlers’ Association, 
with three experienced judges. 
At press time Joyce Russell, a 
former winner as well as a 
judge, was the only judge 
whose appointment was 
confirmed.
J^EWSPAPERS ® BOOKS 
* MAGAZINES « MAPS 3 
SOUVENIRS & Gins! 






Open Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 11:30 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 12-8 p.m.















' 818 Vsrdffir Avfiiue
{KSKM th. Mitt Bay
652-3537
CONCRATyi^iaNS rt IHE ilstii 
SAANICHlAllSFAIH
KAWP Abound
TURN EAST Cn^liWYin AT THE 
WADDUM6THHI AmoxasAiaY
fieri
v^ES SpiOMt iiraMS TO SUIT GJ.C. - FSK 0EUVE8Y
UfsililS HOURS:
- Waiii^ ga-n.-6 p m,
where else hut.,. lYionday^atn^i
tri




i^ere ari two class^ for la^ther years it has sometime^
m ahe vegetable . t^ea the pumpb^
sectioa ot tfe Saamch^Fmr, dressrfop- ; * ^
onefbr pamitope m the ^ Tliere 
tettsehokJ ijis s^ioc, butthe ^ t^ep heaviest
hopes otbne oyer icfo
las.'
It would be possible to cheat 
r ;3 heavier yarirty
I aridyMrs. Hutt says this
teen big enough to win in any 
case.’ ' \ '
There is also a prize for the 
; most beautiful pumpkin, arid ^ 
for vthe ugliest; there is :a^^
Hidden weight prize, and a 
booby prize for the smallest or 
; the strangest. One year there 
^ was an entry so tiny that the 
contestant had ib on a plate 
b along with a microscope for 
jvlooking atit. ? ; .V v:v-b
: A prize is also given for the 
best: pie or other dish made 
from pumpkin.
They pumpkin parade has 
been held for 14 years, but last 
year a new elemeiit:was added. ; 
The heaviest pumpkin moves 
Ton to the Duncan Fair aweelc
re
iNSTAI.I.AT>ONS
ALL TYPES OF FENCING
tey T action b a tte I^rapk|n
Cbotetetes in the pimpidn 
ail have eh evsm start. . 
in May ;hey f^ for Si three 
brtieT|airapkiri„ p iants Troniya; y 
batch raised by fair pre^tfemt
Sylvia Ealt^ takfcihCTTion^
iai^^rai^ yi-'t;-: .T" '
Tte Talespe^iire lli^ th^ 
return ■with their ptoducs to 
the fair ort Sunday mteniag 
. ibaS^itey;: have^to^^shew
for i theiry efforiT" l^yAydead ■
'iplant,'ajTda.tepi^ ence, pr.
iii« lenuiinspf a twoii^nthar 
'tnecow .teppedon. 
b yrhey bring r tse pumpkins 
ifor dfeplay b»ide the band- 
;steiibia;tytiroeiTrom;TQ a.nb i 
Satei^ mtti! aochi. TfeentiKae 
is an actual parade. ySc=5iie 
people .arty their 
Tcthete'Tt^ i ^i ^.
baby^i^ teh wheelbarrow.
fbrihe parade; 
as wdi as for :ne pumpkins
' "CS.;'' ■ ■
Even the vegetables dress up.
Maximum weights vary, actually happened, “humans 
tetsuse different varieties are beings, that’s natural”, but 
teed from year to year. Biggtet Judges cab tell the difference; 
tefaidiavebeeniatheSOtoCO as it happens imone^f the 
^und range, but there are fraudulent entries has ever
A Division of Fulcher b Helgesen ltd yi
6859 Vevaness
OKN SIX DAYS A WEEK
sTbisi: 'iitentesSanis iarcj
ask«J U' dress up to Shistrate 
t;ie ne of tns fair, “AS 
aodjSiaali-’’;:;
later to compete with the : 
heaviest entry there. The same 
yvariety is raised each year in 
both places.
Last year, unfortunately, 
the first setting of pumping 
seeds failed, so the contestants 
had a late start compared to: 
their Duncan competitors, 
who have a one-week ad­
vantage in any case. And the 
heaviest Saanich pumpkin also 
happened to be the ugliest: , 
pumpkin, which did nothing 
for the peninsula’s image. ;
This year the luck, has been 
the other way around — the , 
first setting of seeds .failed at 






New feature for the band­
stand entertainment at this 
year’s fair will be a talent 
competition, which will run 
from 2 to 6 p.m. on Monday.
Radio station CFtAK yis 
putting on the contest, at the 
request of the fair board. 
GFAX has staged the Van­
couver Island preliminary for 
the Pacific National 
Exhibition talent show for 
many years.
; Competition is open to both 
amateurs and professionals in 
all age groups, with classes for 
ractors, vocalists, self- 
accompanied vocalists, in­
strumentalists, groups, 
dancers, and specialty acts 
such as m.agician and ven­
triloquists.
Overall first prize is $250 
plus a course worth $450 at 
New Dawn Academy. Second 
prize is $150 and third prize 
$100. Additional prizes will 
depend on the number of 
entries in the various 
categories-. - —
Go-ordinator Maureen 
Millgram from GFAX predicts 
the contest will attract con­
siderably more performers 
thte the 30 who took part in 
the PNE preliminaries at 
Tillicum Mali a month ago, 
that vocalists will be the most 
numerous, and that many of 
the entrants will be ex­
ceptionally talented.
Diana Bentley, hostess of 
“Unforgettable” on CFtVX, 
will be master of ceremonies. 
Maureen Rivers from Nev/
Dawn Academy and Maury 
Stearns from Seacoasl Sound 
will be two of the judges. At 
press time the third judge was 
still be be selected.
Entry forms are available at 
the Periklis Restaurants in 
Victoria, at Island Snow in the 
Victoria Public Market, at
New Dawn Academy and al
The Review office, as well as
at GFAX. Deadline for entries
is Aug 31- Routines are 
limited to a maximum of 314 
minutes.





“Your Full Service Pet Store"
“Your Pet’s Happiness is Our Business"
Birds — Aquariums — Small Animals 
Tropical Fish — Pet & Horse Supplies
CONGBATULATIONS 




Greys, Whites. Pearls & Cinnamons
Expanded Aquarium & 
Horse Grooming Aids Dept.
FLIGHT KENNELS 
approved by al! Airlines
656-3314
BEACON PLAZA 
2317 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
Mon. to Thurs. & Sat. 
9:30 a.m. ■ 5:30 p.m. 
Friday 9:30 - 6:00
£j aSoj
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Happiness is corn on cob to hungry tot. Photo was taken by former Review 







Kitchsn & Bath Boutique 








First run blscHbuster Movies, Sp^taculars, 
variety, Sports, Uncut, Consinercial Free, 
Around the USock
9769 SECOND ST., Sidney
65S-3ili
☆ FLASH
☆ SUN TAN LOTION 
SUNGLASSES
OPEN SATUeDAY iO a.m. to 6 p.m.
SUNOAY12 noon to S p.m.
Each year the Saanich Fall 
Fair has a theme. This year it is 
“All Creatures Great and 
Small.”
Here is how it is presented in 
the preface to the prize list 
book:
“Someone once said that 
: every creature born on this 
earth affects in some small 
way every other living thing, 
be it the smallest ant or the 
largest elephant or a tiny 
hummingbird.
, “Would that human beings, 
who believe themselves the 
greatest of creatures, could 
realize that we all need one 
another, and instead of ex­
ploiting and abusing all these 
wonderful beings who are in 
our care and who feed and 
clothe us and give us joy — we 
could show them respect and 
make their lives more bearable 
in the cruel environment that 
we have created.
“If we don’t, there may 
come a day when there are no 
cows to milk, no sheep to 
shear, no hens to lay, no birds 
COME IN AND VISIT US % to sing, no horses to ride.
nw THF WAY TO THE FAIR i “Think about it.
Since t!ie iOOth birthMy pi
7355 E^ST ^ j.j^g the convenors for
BoK 93, Sa3nicht€»rt, E.C. VOS 111^0 ^ each section have had their
i own contest, decorating their
. .. ^ exhibit-area to illustrate the
ot the fair for that year.
The winner receives the 
Saanich Fair Centennial 
Trophy, “for the section with 
the, best display depicting the 
theme of the fair and per­
taining to the individual 
;Section.”;^;s^':'
Points are awarded for 
originality, suitability of the 
theme and courtesy of a^
tendants.
This year there are 24 
sections comj^tingv^ and ^hi 
of the «2ttle5 bieeds,^^^^fo^ 
first time, will compete- 
separately.
The decorations on ife stage 
in the main halhr^ne: ^ 
Marilyn Clayar^, depict; 
thetheme.
Gongratulatlons to the rtir from
‘home of tfis sportsinan
2485 BEACON AVE. Si^93
CQNGRAtULAIiONS ON YOUR 115flTFA!Bl
\\ 1 i / / ^/ 2489 Bescon ftve., Sida*|, B.C.
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Tbet Sfeainch FaB F^r !ias 
strong sisK 18^,
ilie agricBitur^ ^ ^
W«t^ KSmada, bst the tar 
board^sait laan^as to do new 
things etch year. There arc 
ako^snie chah^ th^
V exactly p-SH i®*;;
f 3^ ygr sornethH^ canie 
unstiKk «lh tfe htsise show, 
and ii^ead of a ihree-d^ 




fotmaiKe and ktdter glassM.
'y^tern, Hogfish, hor- 
^eniaiisjiip, showmanship,
cquifatk ni jumpii:^, the whole
Tot bat something has hap- 
iKi^ to the chkbens-■
' A Jjig s«hioh^has
tradiSm'aliy been part of the 
Mr, ard is ex{*K^ TO ^
hot tias year yoa sriB 
> lock in vam for it in the prize 
: ii$t« . ^ ^
uk with disease, and
fspenai rides and T^alacons,
feed the pec^de to pot theshow 
jiM3i«iea’t avalMde.,: -
I Timt ^besn’t ra#n that 
i thereiwillTj^ttO pooltry at the
Mrhb^^e:ver.Thffe_B stai 3 4- 
H ^mitry rimmpetirion,
I the crowiiig contest
and the egg-laying rontest,^
^ bofo of whkhririfl tesjohe^t^
Flowers: > convenor Flora 
-% ;;:- Michell,
Preserved foods: convenor
Mrs. E.A. Lyon. ^ 
Household arts: convenor 
Carl Johnson;
Honey: convenor Cynthia 
Stanhope.
Needle arts & crafts: 
convenor Liz Stanlake.
Junior section: convenor
\ ■: ;Mrs. A. Pugh.'i.;.:
Photography: convenors
Lorna and Ken Lundeen.
Art: convenor Mrs. Dorothy 
Day.
Highland dancing: chair­
man Mrs. Adeline Duncan.
4-H Clubs: convenor 
Rosemary Williams. ■
Home winemaking.
Vancouver Island Cage Bird 
Society show; convenor Jim 
Cummings.
Ta the form^m^ th^
aa egttttfowing coan- ^
? Bui if you wane to
which: came first, tne ^icsen
ch the S
H it, TT^re are 12 cl^es, 
fdk eggs* but none for
chickens. fCfonvmog for
e^P^is Mary Ann Jones.
' Other sTasscs at this year s 
; feirarc:,:;;' .T'” -
Agri cultural hwse^ t»n- 
venoc .-a^ HoriK. 
i Donkeys and mulss: <»o-
venor »V3By du Temple,
T fforse shoi^ secretary 
O^fetoGunder^n,;;
I^y^tic- convenors L&a 
AtfcinjOR and Gfcida Mutrie. ^
convenor
Ediin£tort.
Swi lie: coayeaor > Mrs. 
Caady 5 Cunair gham.
Goats: conyenpr Albert 
Gait.
Rabbits and cavies; con­
venor CBatcs- 
CcTcals. forage and neld 





Why not take the bus?
There’ll be lots of parking in the fields on Mount Newton 
Cross Road but why take the car and have the hassle or 
parking? Buses normally run every hour and will take people 
right to the entrance of the fair. A transit spokesman says if 
the demand is increased more buses would be laid on. Buses 
originate on Douglas and number’s 70 (Pat Bay) and 75
(Central Saanich) will take you there.
BATHTUBS
Eleven Models to choose fropi — 
all easily adapted to Whirlpools.
SHOWERS
there's lots of dressing-up fun at Saanich fall f air.
MsiHifacfyrers of the Hanaony Line 




Three Models to service most of 
your needs.
BATH AND SHOWER 
ENCLOSURES
Ideal for replacing leaking tiles.
VANITY TOPS
Available in 22 & 19 inch dep­
ths, in lengths up to 12 feet, 
with a variety of basin styles.
Head Office and Plant
6829 VEYANESS ROAD, 
RR3, Saanichton, VOS 1 MO
or 6524521
Warm Greetings
• Master Gardeners — trained 
by the provincial ministry of
agriculture — will have a
booth in the fruit area of the 
fair and will be happy to 
aris\yer any Questions on 
gardening, give aidvice and 
; hbrid out pamphlets. . , ::
Each master gardener had to
complete a Training program,
an exam and put i n 48 
^hours 'T at ; public gardening
;clinics;';'- v/;•; .
R.E. Wilkins, 11010 Chalet, 
took the course because he’s 
; always been interested; in 
gardening: and wanted to do
something for the community. 
Passing on the knpvyledge he d
picked up for free was one way 
of doing that.
And if he doesn’t know all 
the answers, like all Master 
Gardeners, he has access to 
■ masses of information in a pBc; 
of material the ministry 
handed out.
The Review’s popular 
garden columnist, Helen; 
Lang, is another Master 
Gardener you’ll see at the fair. . 
Like Wilkins, Lang says she 
wanted to “do something in 
the way of community ser-.
with your plants, can’t make 
out what’s blighting your 
Willow, rotting the cherry tree 
or causing all the leaves to fall 
off your fig tree — look out 
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Photo taken at previous 
fall fair shows crowd en-: 
joying show, especially 
tot in cowl)oy hat.
Talent competitiony fid­
dler's contest arid Other) 
fun events are all part Of 
annual fall fair.
Louis Goboios, a retired 
orchard planter, will be 
donating the trophy for the 
best commerical fruit entries 
this year — but there’s also a 
chance for home growers to 
win. Goboios says when home 
grower compete with the 
professionals it “kills the 
interest” so this year he 
suggested a separate trophy 
for the amateurs and fair 
organizers agreed.
Interest was dropping and 
three years ago there were only 
10 entries from residents. This 
year Hal Nicholls (fruits
convener) went knocking on 
doOrs w hen he spied fruit trees 
in ^ back yards and has 
managed to bring entries up to 
300.
Goboios, 2039 Lowe Rd., 
has been a fruit grower all his 
life — he planted Saanich 
orchard in 1959 and Oldfield 
orchard in 1969 and has 
always entered his fruit in the 
fall fair.
‘‘I’ve won lots of prizes and 
lots of ribboris — I’ve got my 
share,” he says. ;;
Goboios has grown fruit in 
the Okanagan as well as on the
peninsula and says; Red 
Delicious; Newton:and Rome 
apples do; better dn th^ 
Ok anagan while McI ntosh and 
Spartan do;; belter on the 
Island.
Some 500 acres of fruit trees 
vrere first plahted; Here in the 
early 1900s ahd;“you can still 
see a lot ;of the ok! trees 
around,’’ Goboios says; -The 
orchards did well; there was 
a cannery in Sidney but Tt 
caught fire and burned to the 
ground and was never rebuilt.;
The first; trees; planted ih-; 
eluded i rhany ^ vaneiies^^^^ —
people just didn’t know what 
to plant, Goboios says^ Trees 
grew; very large and at that 
time;mowers didn’t seem;to 
kiipwJ how to take! care of 
them.; There were ncr^ spray - 
materials to ki i! the bup, ^ 
diseases ? and- fungus and the 
idea of orchaid planting was 
abandoned, _:; s; --;
; In later years fruit growing 
was revived; — Gobolot; 
planted 30 acres as a start 
but he credig the late Robert; 
Murray, a well-known hor^; 
ticuliurist at Saanlchion 
Txpeiinientai Station, whb; 
had foresight and; knowlaige 
and encouraged the succ^ful 
planting of apples.
■’That’s what made me
■ move;;; nere,;AfrDm;.;;tli€^
Okanagan,” Gobo os says. 
And that wiis the siart ortree 
fruit' ;growing V again;;on 
southern Vandouver I slancL ;
Omers foIiowM Gertmios 
and mow we have i iorc and 
more tree powers here bn the 
Saanich peninsuhi, he says, 
with gaming up-idand at 
Du oca n and Nanahnc,
Goboios praise- other 
horiicuituri sts;: ar d ; says 
r wit hout' .their;;hcip‘ *we i 
i wouldn’t be showing our fine 
apples at the fair.
- He says; he’s 
fruit growing tee riit rcan’l 
take friB cradh” A 
must go to honioiliuri^ he 
insLas.
Lots to see, enjoy
Household arts — cooking, needlwork, vegetables, flowers 
— always draw a large number of entries and many items will 
be auctioned at 7:30 p.m. Monday.
Don’t forget to take in the photography section — one of 
The Review’s free lance photographers, Keith Sutherland, 
cleaned up in prizes at last year’s fair.
Arts and crafts have been moved into the old artifacts 
building to give e.xhibitors more room. Entries will include 
painting, pottery, ceramics, woodcarving, sculpture, metal 
w'ork, woodwork and china painting.
A cash prize of $10 will go for the best picture — any 
medium — which suggests this year’s fair theme — all 
creatures great and small.
120 MERCRUISER F.W.C. 
373 hours with 
15 H.P. Johnson aux.
See Bayliner’s “BOAT OF THE YEAR”
16’ CAPRI - FORCE,
85 H.P. motor
with Trailer.............. . ........ .
SEE THEM AT THE
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three-day fall fait. Admission : ™^fyytwed away
is $2.50 for adults, $1 senior °"™”“P„alhorse show gets .v,.- ...-----------
citizens. $1 youngsters aged - at 8 a m each the competitor with the highest
seven to 16 and children under y start . • Highland dancing
six and the handicapped go ^ ^ section, including jigs mi
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Wayne Peters and his Down Home Band (formerly 
Home Brew) have been playing to enthusiastic audiences 
at fair for more than five years.
115th ANNUAL SAANICH FAIR
sizzler.
«Highland dancing begins 
9:30 a.m. Saturday. A special
challenge trophy in memory of
R.E. Nimmo will be awarded
- - -----------------------------
- -
V - -' *
yy-i ftr 
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ENJOY THE FMSH
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S a tn to 9 p.m. MONDAY to FRIDAY 
9 a!m. to Sp.ni. SATURDAY
a ““.r- ,„„c,„rc are and
free. A three-day ticket costs for all ages on hornpipes. The_ Adeline
S5.50. Wagner’s motorized midway•Organizer Hal Nichoils Suits and youngsters can ‘^Sa^
maS”,Sal plea to visitors get on the tilt-a- a“
to leave *eir pets at home. : whirl, spider, hurncane, ferns tah Saan.cn 
Dogs running loose are a. wheel, sky-diver, zipper and fairs.




hazard and could run between






9813 THIRD ST., Sidney V8L 3A6
656-1144 or 656-2945
would like to Congratulate the “North and 
South Saanich Agricultural Fall Fair Commit­
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View the many displays,: newiequtpment and taKe in 
the demonstrations. P’i } : “''7 "
IT’S ALL AT THE SAANICH FAIRGROUNDS
Free Parkino. General Admission: $2.50: Ages 7-16: 
P: $1:00p:Ghjldrea under 6: FREE; Senior Citizens: 
$1.00; Handicapped: FREE; 3 DAY TICKETS: :
notoc rinon 0*00 !inf!( Flark;'pap'
a_aip-'2 ap ;Vp-''i'-'^ip'' t'"”' ’ '
Gates open 9:00 until DarlL. -  .
^ %.P'. pizPpp':
•' 'aP' '' a ' :-P'":p'; ':»p
pp^pppp -a
■■ P'' 'P.-.P ■ ■■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■■' . :■ ...■■■ - , P. ■ ■. ■
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